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WAR DEPARTMENT IS EXCITED

nm

OVER CONFLICTING
FROM

WASHINGTON

Press

MEXICAN

JAlffi NEIGHBORHOOD

Deny the Statement
Leaving the Situation
Unexplained

Dispatches

ATTACK ON THE CITY HOURLY EXPECTED

Washington, Feb. 26. The war department was thrown Into a state of
excitement here today by telegraphic
reports of a large band in the vcinlty
of Juarez, Mexico, opposite El Paso,
and of serious fighting in the out
skirts of the town. These reports, it
s explained at the department,
I
.ne from army officers'' and the
officials were startled a sec- nd time by press dispatches from El
Paso declaring there had been abso
lutely no fighting in Juarez or its en
virions. None of the department of
ficials would comment on the complex
siutation.
.
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TO BE TRIED FOR MURDER
Oklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 26. The
present week has been set aside In

OF BATTLE

Rebels Haye Informed United States Government That They
Not Fire Toward El Paso But Will Direct Their Aim
in a Line Parallel to That Place

TODAY IN CONGRESS.

KtruKIS

INFORM

ARMY OFFICERS

IN

THE

w--

the district court for beginning the
trial in the Gentry murder case. The
three defendants are Mrs. Bess Gen
try, her brother Maurice Weightman,
and her alleged paramour, Jesse K.
Mackey- - The crime with which the
three are charged is the murder of
the woman's husband, Thomas J. Gentry, who was shot 'and killed in his
home on the night of January 7. According to the alleged confession of
Mackey, the love affair between Mrs.
Gentry and him furnished the principal motive for a conspiracy to kill the
husband. A desire to collect a $3,000
life insurance policy carried by Gentry also is believed to have Influenced
the three accused persons.

TO WRESTLE FOR TITLE
Cleveland, O., Feb. 6. Henry Geh- ring of this city will defend his title
Will of middleweight champion wrestler in

a mat bout here tomorrow night with
Mike Yokel of Salt Lake City. An interesting contest is expected as the
two are regarded as unusually well
matched in strength and skill. This
will be their second meeting. Their
first encounter took place in Salt Lake
City about a year ago, when the two
men struggled for four hours without
either securing a fall.

perfectly quiet today and has been so
far as I know."
Officials of the Mexico North Western railroad In Juarez are in constant
touch with the rebel camp at Bauche
over their railroad telephone line.
They report no trouble at Bauche. At
noon they reported that some of the SIZE OF CORPORATIONS
expected rebel relnforeomentp hs jrived at Bauche and that Antonio Ro- IS TO BE LIMITED
jas and Inez Salazar. lea.' erg, had
Joined Emilio Campa, who commands
the first forces that arrived Saturday.
SENATOR CUMMINS THIS AFTER.
The immediate effect of the Juarez
NOON INTRODUCED BILL CARreports was to cause the dispatch of
RYING DRASTIC PROVISOS
orders looking to further the movements of troops toward the border, in
Washington, Feb. 26. The trust
eluding the Fourth infantry, which
oi oenaior (jummiua oi lowa,
The Rebels are Waiting
piauorm
probably will te the first regiment to Pandidare for the
republican nomlna-i
zt
Feb.
Juaies
El Paso, Tex.,
reinforce the border patrol.
is embodied in a
tion
for
president
SevThe assemblage of troops on the MJ which Mr. Cummins introduced
waiting. The rebels are waiting.
of
command
under
en hundred rebels
border does not mean a projected into strengthen greatly
Emilio Campa are encamped 12 miles vasion of Mexico, it is emphasized at today, designed
anti-truthe
powers.
government's
commander
south of Juarez. Their
the war department, but it is admitted The measure would
what It is
provide
unto
attack
intention
his
announced
the troops will not hesitate to cross claimed' would be the first
authority
less the town surrenders as soon as the boundary line to insure the main- to
of corporations and
limit
the
size
south.
the
from
reinforcements arrived
tenance of a neutral zone broad to
guard against unfair or ruinous
Juarez is guarded by over 400 appar- enough to insure the safety of per
competition
through protracted underand
sons on the America side,
ently determined but untried men,
selling.
will
up
put
declare
they
"There is no thought of interven
its officials
It would put into being a trades
a fight if attacked. Mexican Consul tion in Mexico," said Secretary of
into which the present
commission
Pancha
Paso
says
E. C. IJorente In El
War Stimson at the White House to
bureau would be merged
corporations
Villa and 500 loyal state troops are en day, "all we propose to do is to prowith
Its
all
powers. The purpresent
and
tect American lives and property, and
route to Juarez from Chihuahua
pose in limiting corporations, it Is set
to
be
expected
rebels
may
this we will do."
that the
forth, is not to prevent operation of
be attacked from the rear at any time.
There is general belief here that the
in a big way with economy
business
Juarez
of
committee
This morning a
Mexicans will respect a neutral zone
of
but to limit them in
production,
citizens went out to the rebel camp and will not invite even a temporary
in such a way to
the
very
beginning
return
south
to appeal to the rebels to
invasion of American troops.
leave room at least for others of suba
avoid
posand
without attacking
Senator Stone of Missouri introduc- stantially the same magnitude between
sible cause for intervention, which ed a resolution
today directing the which healthful competition may be
might come If the town is attacked. foreign relations committee to make a
preserved.
A bridge which the Juarez citizens
prompt inquiry into the conditions on
burned near the rebel camp to the Mexican border and to
report its
in on
keep the rebels from slipping
and
findings
as to TOWN SCHOOL BOARDS
recommendations
temtrains, has been rebuilt under a
the duty of the United States.
are
getrebels
porary truce and the
HOLD THEIR JOBS
ting water and supplies from Juarez
over the railroad which they hold.
GOOD ROADS MEETING
The rebels promise to give ample
IN
Toronto, Ont, Feb. 26 A gratifying ON ACCOUNT OF PROVISION
before attacking if the town re- attendance marked the opening here
NO
CONSTITUTION
SUCCESfuses to surrender, so that foreigners today of a two days' conference of the
SORS WILL BE CHOSEN
may .get out. They also say they will Dominion Good Roads association.
move around to the northwest of Jua- The chief purpose of the meeting is tq.
Siinta HV, N. M Feb. 26. A pecurez so they can fire parallel with El formulate a policy regarding federal liar situation has arisen over the proPaso when attacking. American Con- and provincial government aid in road viso of the new state constitution
sul Edwards, In Juarez, said at 12 construction and improvement
at
giving women the right to vote
o'clock in response to a telephone call:
school elections and Attorney General
"There Is no fighting near Juarez.
Frank W. Clancy today ruled that this
FOR PRESIDENTIAL
Everything is perfectly quiet I have
PRIMARY
clause go into effect at the rural
sent no information that there is any
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 26. In re- school elections in April, although the
fighting near here."
sponse to the call issued by Governor registration or other procedure has
Colonel E. Z. Steever, Fourth caval- Osborn two weeks ago the Michigan not been yet provided, when the wory, commanding the United States legislature convened in special ses- men for the first time In the history
sion today to consider and act upon of New Mexico wHl go to the polls,
border guard, said:
"I did not send to Washington any a measure providing for a presidential but that another provision that sohoo"
elections must, be held separately
repo'rt today that there was fighting primary.
from other elections, will prevent the
near Juarez. I sent a message early
was
election of school directors in corpor-poratethat
it
mOrning
stating
Sunday
TO INVESTIGATE DUPONT
municipalities at the municireported that there had been a skirmWashington, Feb. 26. Senator Reed pal elections in April, until the legisish near Juarez Saturday night This
later proved only to have been an ex- of Missouri today Introduced In the lature prescribes the time and procechange of shots between guards In senate a resolution directing an in dure, the present school directors holdthe city of Juarez and not any skirm- vestlgation into the election of Sen- ing over for the present, although
their terms have expired.
ish with rebels. The situation is ator Dupont of Delaware.
1
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Washington, Feb. 26. Senate: Senator Stone introduced a resolution directing the foreign relations committee to make a prompt Inquiry into con
ditions on the Mexican border.
Senator Reed Introduced a resolution directing the investigation into
the election of Senator Dupont of
Delaware.
Senator Cummins introduced a trust
bill creating a trades commission and
providing authority to limit the size
of corporations and guard against un
fair competition.
Senator Poindexter, after a person
al investigation at Lawrence, Mass.,
introduced a resolution to instruct the
labor bureau to furnish information on
the textile strike.
Senator Gardner Introduced a bill
for government acquisition of express
lroperties at a probable cost of
House: Met at non.
Investigation of political influence
charges against Major Ray resumed
before war department expenditures
committee.
British Ambassador liryce explained the British legislative
system io
the judiciary committee in connection
with legislative bureau bill.
Secretary Meyer was heard by the
naval committee in executive session.
oui5muyi, iana case mvps
i
i
ligation WRa rPBiinial Kir
"J ii,n
tural department expenditures mm.
niittee.
After considering District of Columbia legislation, the house took
up a
four hour debate on the fortifications
impropriation bill.
Chairman Henry announced the
ruleg committee would aot upon Representative Berger's resolution providing for inveatgiation of the Lawrence
textile workers' strike.
Ways and means oommitttee again
considered advisability of increasing
silk duties to make up for sugar tariff reduction.
May reiport sugar in
weeks.
Money trust Investigation hearings
will begin here within a few days.
Secretary Meyer urged the building
of two battleships a year and an ap
propriation of $1,000,000 for a round
wireless system.
Representative Sabath introduced a
bm for tne acqul8ltion by tne overn
ment o( exDress. teleeranh an tele.
phone properties.

""

the-worl- d

GOVERNMENT

TO DO WORK

London, Feb. 26. At the conclusion
of a meeting this afternoon between
the members, of the cabinet committee and the coal owners, at whith
(he threatened strike of 800,000 miners was discussed, an owner authorized the statement that the situation
Is easier and "decidedly more hopeful.""

It is reported in radical circles here
today that Premier Asqulth has de
tcrmined, in the event of a national
coal strike that the government will
take over the work temporarily of al'
the coal miners and thus prevent n

:.nic

in prices.

OVERLOOK IS APPOINTED
Washington, FeJ. 26.- - The president
today nominated Charles A. Overlook
of Arizona to be United States marshal for the district of Arizona.

OWNERSHIP
26.
Senator GardFeb.
Washington,
ner of Maine today introduced a hill
under which the government would
take over the properties of express
companies and operate them as
part of the postal service, extending
the service to the rural delivery. The
measure indicated probable cost of
taking over the properties as follows:
Real property $14,932,169, equipment
and
$7,381,405, materials
supplies
$138,210, advance payments on contracts $5,836,666 and franchises, good
will, etc., $10,877,369, a total of
GOVERNMENT

While the balance sheets of the
companies show other assets ol nearly $150,000,000 Senator Gardner argues
that these! are not devoted to express
service and that this property might
be retained by the corporations without imparlng its value.
It is proposed that rates charged
for express service under the govern
ment shall be based on weight and
length of haul rather on the system
in effect for the carrying of mall.

BOOM

IS TAKING

ATLANTIC

HEADQUARTERS OF ROOSEVELT
FOR PRESIDENT
ORGANIZA-

Boston.

TION OPENED IN NEW YORK

IS

C. CARPENTER

IN CHARGE

WAS ONE OF THE LIEUTENANTS
OF GEORGE B. CORTELYOU,
CHAIRMAN

GOV.

JOHNSON

IN 1904

IS CONFIDENT

SAYS TEDOY'S ELECTION WILL BE
ASSURED WITHOUT A FIGHT
IF HE IS NOMINATED

Governor Joha-snof California says now that Col- cnel Roosevelt has come out In the
open for the presidential nomination
thousands of new admirers will join
the ranks. Governor JoKnson said:
"The statement of Colonel Roosevelt
was all that we expected. We believe
he will make the strongest fight in
history. We in the west are confident of his nomination and after that
the battle is practically over."
Colonel Roosevelt's letter to the
governors stating briefly that he
would accept the nomination for
if it were tendered to him,
created no surprise here in political
circles In view of his laconio remark
in Cleveland that "my hat is in the
ring."
Permanent offices from which sup
porters of Theodore Roosevelt will
wage his fight for the republican pies
Idential nomination were opened at
No. 1 Madison avenue today in charge
of Oliver Clinton Carpenter, a law
yer, who was one of the lieutenants
of George B. Cortelyoii, chairman of
the republican national committee in
New York, Feb. 26.

o

res-ide- nt

1904.

"The Roosevelt committee of New
York City will handle the work here
toward securing delegates to the na
tional convention in favor of his nom
In the
ination and also will
work throughout the country toward
securing Roosevelt delegates," said
Mr. Carpenter.
the Fight!" Teddy
"We're in the fight,
that's all," said Theodore Roosevelt
today. It was his only comment on
his statement issued yesterday that
he would accept the presidential nomination if offered to him. With Mr.
Roosevelt squarely on record, the active work of getting together a Roosevelt organization was Nbegun here to"We're

EXTENDS

STORM

FROM ROCKIES

FORM

0.

chusetts house. Wrth his visit to Mm
speaker, where he is to remain over
r.ipht, he will plunge Into
political
ronferenres which probably will keep
him busy much of the time vntil be
leaves Boston.
Among those whom he expects to
meet are Governor
Bass of New
TO
Hampshire, and representatives of the
militant
progressive
republican
The colonel
league of Massachusetts.
DEMORALIZATION
OF
hoped te find time during the day to GENERAL
stroll about among the book shops of
FROM"
RESULTS
TRAFFIC

In

Boston, Feb. 26,

day.

Telegrams from many parts of the
country and visitors urged Mr. Roose
velt to roll up his sleeves and throw
himself into the fray, but he let it be
known that for the present he Intends
to do little, preferring to await Indi
cations of the effect of hia announce
ment. He said that his visitors today were forming a Roosevelt organization in Massachusetts but that he
would take no part in it. While he
will keep in touch with the poHtic.il
situation in all parts of the country,
Mr. Roosevelt expressed the determination to identify himself with no
Roosevelt organization
Requests for speeches have been received from several states but Mr.
Roosevelt said he had not made up
his mind what to do. He said, however, that whether or not he embarked on a speaking campaign, he would
reiterate time after time his belief
in the political principles he set forth
iti his speech at Columbus, Ohio.
It
is on this platform that the Roosevelt
campaign Is to be fought.
During the first part of his visit to
Roosevelt confined
Boston Colonel
himself to meeting friends, visiting
the scenes of his younger days at
Harvard, and talking of his favorite
authors. He was scheduled today for
conferences.
a rumber of political
last night
Colonel Roosevelt spent
with Judge Robert Grant. He said he
expected to take luncheon today with
Mrs. Margaret Deland, the author, and
Mrs. Roger Wolcbtt, widow of the
former governor of Massachusetts.
Then he is to go to the home of Graf- tor Ciishing. speaker of the Massa-

HEAVY SNOWS AND RAINS

No Effect at White House
Washington, Feb. 26. Mr. Roose
velt's accepted willingness to accept
the republican nomination for president did not affect visibly affairs at
the White House House today. President Taft will have no direct an
swer to the announcement prior to the
Ohio speeches, according to state
ments from official sources. There
was no great increase in congressional callers today but Vice President
Sherman and Senator Murray Crane
of Massachusetts, hurried to the pres
ident's office. Neither would discuss
his visit
Secretary of War Stimson also was
a caller. Asked as to what attitude
he would take, Mr. Stimson said:
"I will make my position clear In a
speech which I will make in Chicago

THE FALL
IN

IN

DRIFTS ARE
DEPTH, DEFY-

ING SNOW PLOWS

THE TEMPERATURE

NOT LOW

THE BLIZZARD WAS NOT ACCOM
PANIED

BY ANY GREAT

DROP

IN THERMOMETER

This speech is to be made before
the Chicago Taft oluh. It has been
looked forward to as one a series of
cabinet officers are to make in support of the president and it was the
general impression here ' today that
Mr. Stimson will adhere to his original purpose. The fact that he said he
would announce his position before a
Taft organization also is regarded as
significant
There is a growing belief that the
crux of the
campaign
will center in Ohio, the president's
state It is known the revolt forces
will make one of their strongest bids
bids for delegates there and the presi
dent's friends are preparing to meet
their actlvies. Mr. Taft Is to be called upon to bear a large share of tho
Ohio burden. At Toledo on March 8
the president is expected to make the
first speech in reply to the doctrines
at
enunciated- - by Colonel Roosevelt
Columbus.

"Interesting," Says Bryan
In an interafter his arrival in Ogden this morning, William
J. Bryan, who is here to speak before
an Ogden audience this afternoon,
commenting on Theodore Roosevelt's
open declaration of his candidacy,
said:
"The announcement of Mr. Roosevelt's candidacy for president is news
that is news, except that it was foreshadowed by his speech at Columbus,
Ohio, and by an Outlook editorial on
"a third cup of coffee."
Further than this Mr. Bryan simply
added that it would be an interesting
fight which the democrats would
watch intently.
Ogden, Utah, Feb. 26.
view given Immediately

Storm condtions today extended
from the Rocky Mountains to the
Atlantic coast with rain and thunderstorms in the south and a heavy fall
of wet snow north of the Ohio river.
The storm was central over southern
Illinois and was moving eastward. A
heavy snowstorm is raging throughout
the lower lake region and Ohio valley.
More than three inches of snow have
fallen in many sections and the fall
continues.
Both railroad and telegraph com
panies are experiencing great
cold weather is not expected
conditions universally are bad. It is
predicted by forecasters that the fall
will continue throughout the day and
tomorrow will be clear and colder.
Extreme cod weather is not expected
in any part of the Storm belt
diffl-Extre-

Traffic in Southwest Cut Off
Kansas City, Feb. 26. Covered by
from six inches to two feet ot heavy,
todav
sodden snow the (southwest
faced the worst traffic oncl'lon of
t
the winter. Despite the efforts
yesterday afternoon and last night to
clear tracks and repair wires, practically no trains from the west are
running on schedule and telegraph
service from many points was cut off.
Time Schedule Abandoned
Denver, Colo., Feb. 26. Time schedules of all railway lines entering Denver are almost completely demoralized
today, owing to the deep snow. The
main trouble lies east of here.
Service is Demoralized
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 26. Train sv
vice is demoralized as a result of the
snow storm, all the lines report severa
struggles with snow drifts, through
out Kansas. There have been no trains
on the Union Pacific since 10 o'clock
last night The company reports trom
12 to 14 inches of snow in western
Kansas.
Foot of Snow in Omaha
Omaha, Feb. 26 A foot of snow
driven by a 40 mile wind demoralized
the railway and street car service of
Omaha and other cities of Nebraska
during last night and today.

STORMY SCENES MARK

STRIKE

IDLE WORKERS FIRE UPON THE
COMWHO RETURN
POLICE
PLIMENT, INJURING SOME

Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 26. Stormy
scenes marked the beginning of the
seventh week of the Lawrence textile
workers' strike today. In an early
morning affair nearly a dozen shots
were fired from tenement houses upon a squad of Metropolitan Park police and the officers returned the fire.
Two strike sympathizers were arrested as a result of the shooting, one of
them being taken to the hospital with
a bullet wound in his back.
Essex street, the principal thoroughfare, was in disorder for half an hour
while several thousand strikers and
their friends parade along the picket
line, jeering the police and militia and
singing the revolutionary song
The demonstration was
a protest against the action of the
the
police Saturday in preventing
sending of a company of children
to Philadelphia. At the railway depot
the crowd became1 so noisy that police reinforcements were called out.
The officers bundled a dozen
into automobiles which
carried them to the police Btatlon. In
only one case did an officer use his
dub. No women were arrested.
demon-atratlonsi-

RECORD DREAKER

MANY PLACES
MANY FEET

March 5,"

THE LAWRENCE

A

st

Snow in Arizona
Benson, Ariz., Feb. 26. For the first
time In the history of this section of
the border, sleighing and snowballing
were .popular pastimes today all along
the line from Bowie to San Simon.
There is a foot of snow here. It measures the same depth also at Nogales,
Wilcox and San Simon.
.

up in Des Moines
la., Feb. 26. Train
service and traffic generally in Iowa
is at a standstill today, as a result
of the worst blizzard In many years,
which swept over the state last night.
It still is snowing heavily and the difts
are piled three and four feet, with
prospects of being much worse before
the; day is over.

.Traffic Tied
Des

Moines,

Cyclone in Arkansas
Little Rock, Ark., Feb. 26. Details
of a' double tornado which devastated
Lincoln. Jefferson and Arkansas counties yesterday, place the list of dead
at ten with at least 25 persons severely hurt Handsome homes, plantation
equipment and railroad pumping stations were wrecked. Fire broke out In
the debris and only the rain that accompanied the winds saved from cremation many persons.

LAS VEGAS DAILY

TWO

HYPNOTIC EYE ROUTS

AMOUNTS TO MILLIONS

1J

In
$100,000,000

States

was

transported across the Isthmuses
of Panama and
Tehauntepec In the
fiscal year 1911 via the two railway
lines connecting, in the one case, Pan
una on the Pacific with Colon on. iui
Atlantic and in the other, Sailna Cruz,
the Pacific terminal, and Tehuanteiie
with Puerto Mexico on the Atlantic
Transisthmian traffic between thi
eastern and western coasts of tbt
United States and between the eastern
ports of our country and Pacific coubi
points In Central and South America
has increased greatly in recent yeart
In 1906, when the Panama railway of
fered the only rail connection via the
Isthmus between the Atlantic and Pa
clflc coasts, the total traffic amounted
to about $6,000,000. In 1907, on January 1 of which year the Tehuantepec
railway became available, the total
was $21,000,000; in 1908. $42,000,000;

In 1909. $62,000,000;
in 1910, $82,500,-000- ,
and In 1911, $99,000,000, exclusive
of more than $750,000 worth of foreign

merchandise.
The growth in traffic by the respective routes lias been, according to figures compiled by the bureau of statistics of the department of commerce
and labor: Via the Panama railway,

from $10,000,000 in 1907 to $26,000,000
lilt, ;uid via the Tehuantepec railway, Irom $11,500,000 in 1907 to
in 1911. In 1907 the traffic was
almost equally divided between the
two routes, while last year about
of the total was moved across
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. ,
Of the merchandise passing from the
Atlantic coast ports westward across
In

three-fourth-

s

the isthmuses, aggregating $62,500,000
In value, $4,000,00) worth went to Hawaii via Tehuantepec, $48,500,000 went
to Pacific coast cities, $41,000,000
worth being shipped by way of Teworth by
huantepec and $8,500,000
way of Panama; and a little over
worth went to foreign coun
tries, of which all but $1,000,000 worth
was by way of Panama. TheBe westbound ahlpments left the Atlantic sea
board at New York and Philadelphia,
the tatter's share being less than
in value and that of New York
$61,600,000.

......

f

A. Holmes,

I

T

a

traffic was moved by way of the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec. To foreign
countries the shipment from the Atlantic coast cities, aggregating $8,500,-00in 1911, as against. $5,750,000 a
year earlier, were distributed to Peru
$2,000,000; to Colombia, $1,500,000;
Ecuador and Chile, each about $1,000,-000-

;

to Central America, over $2,000,-000- ,
and to Canada about $200,000.
Hawaiian sugar supplies more than
half of the
traffic to cities
on the Atlantic and gulf coasts of the
United States. The total eastward
movement last year represented
of which $18,000,000 was sugar
hipped direct from Hawaii via Tehuantepec to Delaware Breakwater for
orders. In addition to this, $16,000,000
worth of miscellaneous merchandise
moved from San Francisco to the Atlantic and gulf coast cities, chiefly
New York, Boston, Philadelphia and
New Orleans, $9,600,000 worth being
via Panama and $6,500,000 via Tehuant
tepec. Eastward shipments from
sound via the isthmuses totaled
$1,500,000, destined .mostly for New
York and Charleston. Small shipments
also were made from Astoria and San
east-boun- d

Pu-ge-

Diego.
Believed in Aeroplane

Defenses.

With an underlying note of bitterness, Gen. James Allen, chief signal
officer of the army, declares that al
though the United States was the first
nation to recognize the aeroplane for
military purposes and carried out the
first official test of that invention at
Fort Myer in 1908 such phenomena"!
progress in this science and art has
been made abroad that this country
"has been left far behind in securing
practical equipment and organization
for the use of this Indispensable ad
funct to war."
Failure to find the necessary officers
to be trained as aviators and lack of
funds are said to furnish the explana
iion for this situation.
Card Index Guards flirts.
As the first step toward putting a
systematic check on the white slave
traffic in the United States, the fed
ral department of Justice is establish-

ing bureaus In the large cities.
In Baltimore, where the first work
lug bureau has been established, a
census of the tenderloin district is beofficials.
ing taken by department
Every person of either sex connected
wth a place of questionable character
has been required to fill out a blank
card In which the complete history of
the individual is given. Copies of this
card will be kept In the Baltimore bu
reau and the original forwarded to
Washington, where the central bureau
will be established.

, 1912.

CALENDAR ,OF SPORT8
FOR THE WEEK

Natural Klndheartednees and Law of
Gravitation Responsible for Apparent Theft of Chicken.
A negro was once baled Into court
In a Misslstppl town for the theft of
a fancy chicken. The chicken In question was In the bag In which it was
found at the time of the arrest. When
asked If he had anything to say In
his own defense, the negro replied:
"O' co'se I is. I ain't stole dat
chicken. My natchel klneheartedness
an' de law ob grabbertatlon done put
de chicken in de bag."
A further explanation being deemed necessary by the magistrate, the

prisoner stated:

-

An invention for keeping water
from enteripg ships through holes by
means of compressed air is being
tested on board the battleship North
Carolina. Captain C. C. Marsh, commander of the North Carolina, thlnke
that the use of the apparatus will pre
vent vessels from going to the bot
torn following collisions, or when hii
by torpedoes or shells, and declares II
will revolutionize marine warfare
The invention is merely an adaptation
to the compartments of ships of the
science of air pressure as already ap
piled to tunnel building. It was de
veloped by one of the engineers of
the subway in this city.
,

All Used the Inside.
The resolution of the New Yoak
board of health which will abolish In
all public places towels of the "common" kind for the use of more than
Dne person recalled this story to a
commercial traveler: "When I was on
the road many years ago for a new
York notion house I had to visit a customer in a little New England town,
many miles for the railroad, where
there was one tavern. Over the wash
bowl, which stood on a table In the
office, there hung a 'roller'
towel, and it was that towel or none
If you wanted to rid your
hands of
ome real estate before taking a meal.
At my first experience I looked the
thing over and then used the Inside.
The proprietor, seeing this, said : ' You
New Yorkers ain't any smarter than
other people everybody wipes on the
Inside of a roller towel, and It makes
'em last longer.'"

Want New Colorado Park.
The establishment of a national
park in Colorado, totally different In
character, it Is said, from any existing park, and much closer to the center of population than any of the present reservations, Is recommended In a
number of letters received by Secre
Highway Chemistry.
tary of the Interior Fisher.
The Oregon Agricultural college at
"The general Idea of having a large
park at or near the place proposed ap Corvallls, Ore., Is boasting of the first
course In highway chemistry that has
pealB to me personally." said Secretary Fisher, "but before such action ever been offered in any college in
could be taken It would be necessary the world. Professor John Fulton ol
to have an examination made of the the chemistry department haa taken
territory. Therefore It would be nec- this step aa a result of the Increased
essary to submit the matter to con- demand for good roads. The course
gress, as the department has no avail- includes both physical and chemical
tests of tars, bituminous products, asable money even for the survey."
The park as proposed would Include phalts and all mixtures such as sands,
an area of about 600,000 acres. Por gravels, rocks and other Ingredients ol
tlons of Grand, Jackson, Larimer and the modern highway. Concrete testing
Boulder counties would be included and tests of the chemical changes In
and the park would take In Longs all these substances by exposure and
Peak, Grand lake and the canyons ol weather will form an important part
of the work, as well as the chemical
the Big Thompson river.
study of surface protection, such as
viscous oils.
Millions
For Good Roads, Forty-Fou- r
Nearly $44,000,000 has been spent in
road improvements by the southern
Wisdom.
states alone during the past year, ac
The
Foolish
Virgins regarded one
Wilson.
This
to
Secretary
cording
enormous total Is made .up by expend! another In blank dismay. "We are
tures In the various states as follows: out of oil!" they exclaimed.
But the Wise Virgins had bought
Alabama, $3,404,000; Arkansas, $2.
now that the bulge
450,000; Florida, $1,505,000; Georgia. for the rise, and
were
come
had
watohlng the
they
Lou
$2,500,000;
$2,500,000; Kentucky,
lslana. $1,143,854; Maryland, $2,250. ticker excitedly.
"Ten points up on the report that
North
000; Mississippi, $3,130,000;
Carolina, $4,505,000; Oklahoma. $1. the government will not prosecute!"
they cried gleefully.
606,000; South Carolina, $,1,100,000;
Showing that where virgin mingle
Tennessee, $3,900,000; Texas, $7,600.
and West In affairs, they will find wisdom quite
000; Virginia, $4,004,000,
helpful. Puck.
Virginia, $1,625,000.

LATEST NOVELTIES
IN
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Monday

Willie Hoppe and Harry Cllne begin
18.1 balkline billiard match at Philadelphia.
Opening of the annual tournament
of the Camden Polo club, Camden, S.

Women's and Children's Shoes
1

Opening of Mississippi Valley
mobile show

at

Auto-

Qulncy,

of North Carolina Automobile show at Charlotte, N. C
C
Carl Morris re. Con Comlskey,
rounds, aft Pittsburgh,
Harry Forbes vs. Jimmy Walsh, 10
rounds, at Janeeville, Wis.
Tommy Gavlgan vs. "Knockout"
Brennan, 10 rounds, at Cleveland.
Tuesday
Meeting at Richmond, Va., to complete organization of South Atlantic
Intercollegiate Athletic association.
Wrestling match between Henry
Gehrlng and Mike Yokel at Cleveland
for middleweight championship.
Annual meeting of the Canadian
Crloket association at Toronto.
Packey McFarland vs. Tommy
10 rounds at New York.
Patsy Brannlgan va. johnny Sinclair, 10 rounds, at Cleveland
Clarence English vs. "Wildcat''
Ferns, 15 rounds, at St. Joseph, Mo.
Wednesday
Annual bench show of the Duquesm
Kennel club opens In Pittsburgh.
Opening of annual show of the Davenport, la., Automobile association.
A ki V. short distance swimming
championships at Chicago.
Tommy Dixon vs. Charley White, S
rounds, at Windsor, Ont
Thursday
Opening of annual bench show ol
the San Francisco Kennel club, San
Francisco.
Friday
annual
Opening of eighteenth
Sportsmen's show in Madison Square
Garden, New York.
Annual Indoor meet of the SUty-flftRegiment A. A. at Buffalo.
Annual Indoor meet of the First
Regiment A. A. at Cincinnati.
Saturday
Annual champion ship tournament
of the American Bowling congress
opens in Chicago.
Entries close for the stake events
at the spring meeting of the Latonia
Jockey club.
Annual indoor meet at Georgetown
University, Washington, D. C.
Intercollegiate swimming championships at the University of Pennsylvania,
Meeting In Milwaukee to elect new
president of Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
league
Opening of annual show of the Bos
ton Automobile Dealers' association.
Opening of second annual midwinter
golf tournament at Del Monte, Oallf.
Annual tournament for national
squosh tennis championship opens In

Our Spring line of Women's and Children Shoes is now
of the newest and
complete and includes an excellent variety
most popular models.
In women's footwear we are showing Satins, Coronation
Cloth, white Nubuck, Suede, Gun Metal, French Calf. Paten
Colt, Russia Calf, Vici Kid land Sea Island! Duck in strap

C.

"I wus
through de lumber
yard an' I picked up er plank. It didn't
have nu 'tickler value, an' de white
folks ain't er goln' ter grudge de pore
his
In
Dr. Holmes
de plank. I ain't took no noassertion that he nigger
tice
de plank wus warm. I had er
dat
Or. Holmes.
put the wounded
too. I dlsremem-ber-s
and infuriated animal to flight by bag under my arm,
whut I had de bag fur, but I wus
merely waving his arms and casting er goln' along an' I seed dat chicken
p'erring glances at the advancing er settin' on dat limb what had ice all
Holmes tells the story thus:
enemy
de chicken sho' wus cole.
"I had been 'way up In north cen- over it, an'
tral Alaska with several scientists Den mydonenatchel klneheartedness,
tole you about, got de
whut I
looking over the coal fields when one bes' uv me an' I done
put de plank
of our party saw a bear. He was a
uv de chicken. An' he sho'
big fellow; you probably know that 'longslde
dat warm plank to
the largest bears to be found any- wus grateful furI never
noticed dat de
on. Now
stan
and
where in the world are In Alaska,
was on de
whut
uv
en'
de
plank
he wasn't a great distance from us.
In de bag, an' when de
wus
groun1
"One of the boys who carried a gun
chicken step on dat plank de law uv
took careful aim and fired. The buldone kotch holt er him
hind
let struck the bear In the left
leg. grabbertatlonhim In de
throwed
an'
bag. Well, boss,
With a roar the bear leaped Into the
uv Providence
air and within a few minutes was hot hit semed like de hanIn de
done put de chicken
bag, an' I
on our trail. We all ran.
an' walked off wld him,
"For some reason the bear, with his Jus' took him
but boss, I ain't never stole dat chickhead low and growling all the While, en.
'Deed I never did."
paid no attention to the other men
and bolted for me. I ran as fast as I
could with the bear after me. I would HERO IS
A JOB
WITHOUT
look back every few steps and soon I
found that, although the bear was
Medals Even From Carnegie Are Not
limping, he was getting over the
Legal Tender, Says Calvin
steadwas
and
ground pretty rapidly
C. Williams.
ily gaining.
"At last when I saw that I could not
Calvin C. Williams, 51 years old, is
escape and that I was losing strength
the streets of Washington
and becoming winded rapidly, I turned walking for
work He carries- in the inlooking
seemed
He
around and faced the bear.
of his threadbare coat, in
side
pocket
surprised that I had given up, the a velvet lined case, a "Carnegie hero
chase and stopped short within twenty
medal," a huge bronze medallion, a
feet of me.
of the highest art
"I looked at him, got his eye and beautiful example
of the goldsmith, and a letter, dated
motioned to him with my hands
May 1, 1911, from the Carnegie hero
Strange as it may seem, that bear, fund
commission,
Pittsburg, Pa.,
mad as be was, stoexl motionless for a
him, in addition to the medminute or two it seemed an hour to promising
me and finally with a loud grunt al, a cash award of $1,000.
Williams, formerly a hotel clerk,
limped away.
a desperate struggle, saved two
"He had not gone more than a hun after
dred yards until one of the boys the young atgirls from drowning in Wreck
Spring Lake, N. J., on August
one who wounded him fired a second Pond,
7, 1908.
shot ind killed the bear instantly.
His was a conspicuous example of
"It was just a case of bluff with
me. I tried some hypnotism on mat those acts of heroism to reward
which the Carnegie hero fund was esbear as a last resort and using the
tablished. "But hero medals are not
s'.ang expression, 'I got away with it.'
to employment, when one
will admit I was scared. I had a passports
has reached the age of 61, and prom-le- s
I
to
a
When
to
be.
used
boy
right
of $1,000 rewards are not legal
read up on hypnotism lust for the fun tender
for board and lodging," Wilof the thing and now I realize that it
said.
liams
I
was time well spent, for if
hadn't
"I have been, trying in vain to find
done what I did I really think that
to do," he continued, rebear would have made a meal of me. something
placing the black leather case in his
Some of my friends up In Alaska
pocket and carefully buttoning
skinned that bear and have promised breast
his worn coat across his chest, "but
to send me his hide for a souvenir."
my age Is against me. I bad planned
to Invest my $1,000 in a little restauUNSINKABLE rant, but I have never received it,
MAKES
SHIPS
though repeatedly I have written to
New Invention That Is Being Tried the commission pleading for the reward which came to me unsolicited." New York.
Out on American War
Vessels.
Washington Post.
1

The westward movement included a
of $321500,000 value to San
gtal $10,500,000 to San Diego, $4,500,- Jinn tr QautHu nnnrltT t1 AAA AAA 4. n
Xngeles, about $500,000 each to
and
Portland and smaller
amounts to Oakland and other Pacific
coast points. About 80 per cent, of

this

O.

director of the bureau of mines,
while he was in
Alaska
recently.
He has returned
to
Washington
a
relates
and
thrilling story of
his encounter with
a brown bear. Several
geologists
who witnessed the
incident bear out

to statistics received

worth of domestic m e r
chandise from
the United

"

seph

Statistic.

practically

-

Hypnotism, which he studied for
amusement when a young man, saved
the life of Dr. Jo

tern and Western Movements Recorded by Government Show Rapid
Increase In Business Gain

According
Washington,

IU-
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GUILTY
3EAR NEGRO PLEADED NOT

Mines Hat an Exciting Encounter in Alaska.

PANAMA
AND
TEHUANTEPEC
TRADE IN MERCHANDISE.

Shown by

I

A

OPTIC.

And button oxfords, Pumps and high Shoes.

$2.50 to $5.00
CHILDREN'S SHOES
Never have we shown such a variety of
childrens popular footwear
Velvet, White Buck. Tans, Patent Colt,
Gun Metal, Vici Kid ant! Canvas in Sandals,
Strap Slippers and Oxfords at

85c to $3 25

,

.

Nf-.-

SUITS, DRERRES and SKIRTS

The new styles in this lines are now arriving
daily and are proving unusually attractive.

We now havt- a good variety of these lines
ready for your inspection and will he glad to show
them. We also have a big variety ot unusually
pretty waists.
i

1

!

Victor
Talking
Machine

ISTABLSHED 786Z

1

GATHERING OF EDUCATORS
MURDERER ON TRIAL
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 26. The PlantSan Francisco, Calif., Feb. 26. The
Frederick
Hallett, secretary of the examining case of John S. Rogers, under indict- ers' Hotel and several other large
board of the Royal College of Physi- ment for first degree murder, was hostelrles In the downtown district of
cians and Surgeons and one of the called for trial today before Judge this city are crowded with educators
foremost medical men in England, is Cablness. Rogers is accused of the who have galthered here to attend the
a various educational conventions schedin Chicago in acceptance ot an invita- murder of Benjamin Goodman,
The
tion to speak before the conference young jewelry salesman, whose body uled to meet here this week.
on Medical Education and Public was found In the wholesale district most Important of these conventions,
the annual meeting of the department
Health. Many other well known med- heer last November.
of superintendence of the National
ical men, educators and public health
Educational association, as well as a
GARY STEEL WORKS BUSY
officials are attending the conference
Gary, Ind., Feb. 26 With the start- few other Important conventions will
the sessions of whioh began today and
will continue over tomorrow.
ing of work In the rail mill today the not open their sessions until tomorrow
Gary Steel works for the first time or Wednesday, but two of the educaare running to the fullest capacity. tional bodies, the national council of
LYNCHERS ON TRIAL
Georgetown, Tex., Feb. 26. Ezra W. All rolling mills, axle, plate, billet and education, and the national society
Stephens, Harry Wueneke and G. F. bar mills and coke ovens are In full for the study of education, held their
Noack, three residents of Milan coun- operation.
opening sessions today. Notwithstanding the refusal of the railroads to
ty, were arraigned In the district court
here today to answer to a charge of CARELE88 ABOUT APPENDI
grant the expected rate reduction t
CITIS IN LAS VEGAS attendance was quite
murder in the first decree as the resatisfactory a!
Many Las Vegas people have stom- practically all sections of the coun
sult of" the alleged participation in the
bowel trouble which Is likely were represented.
lynching of- Antonio Gomez at; Thorn-dal- e ach or
to
turn
Into appendicitis. If you have
last) June Gomez, a young Mexprogram
unusually
interesting
ican, was lynched after he had stab- cosstlpatlon. sour stomach; or gas have been arranged for the meetings
on the stomach, try simple buckthorn of the various educational bodies and
bed Charles Z Shank to death.
bark, glycerine, etc., as compounded many vital questions pertaining to vathe new German ap- rious branches of education will be
OPPOSED TO PARCELS POST
by Adler-1-ka- ,
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 26. Repre- pendicitis remedy. The1 Red Cross thoroughly and ably discussed
by
sentative retail merchants from all Drug Co. states that A SINGLE some of the best authorities upon the
parts of the south gathered in this DOSE of this simple remedy relieves subjects. Among the distinguished
city today for the second annual con- bowel or stomach trouble almost IN- educational leaders attending the vavention of their association. The STANTLY.
rious meetings is Mr. Philander P.
The
meeting will last three days.
Claxton, United States commissioner
CASCARETS SURELY
IN NEW YORK CITY
most important matter scheduled for
of
education, who will take part In
STRAIGHTEN YOU OUT consideration is
Tod will find Hotel Cumberland, a' several important discussions and will
the framing of a prostreet, be the guest of honor at a
test against the parcels post measure Broadway and Fifty-fourtbanquet
No
Headache, Biliousness, Upset now
near Central Park, an Ideal location
in congress.
pending
arranged by (the national committee on
Stomach, Lazy Liver or ConstiIn the retail shopping and theate
agricultural educations at which the
pated Bowels by morning.
SURELY BREAK8 THE
district, with the subway, elevator food, so far as possible, will be preMOSt SEVERE COLD and surface cars at hand. A hand pared and served by students of
agriAre you keeping your bowels, liver
some, modern, beautifully furnished culture and home economics in agriand stomach clean, pure and fresh Also Ends all
Misery From the Grippe hotel with one of the best restav cultural, domestic science,
technical
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
rants In the city, but moderate H normal and
In Just a Few Hours
high schools of the United
passageway through these alimenRooms with bath, $2.50 pe
prices.
States.
tary or draniage organs every few
The most
severe cold will be day up. Send for booklet Harry V
with
CasCathartic
Salts,
days
pills,
broken, and all grippe misery ended Stlmson, manager.
tor oil or Purgative Waters
after taking a dose of Pape's Cold
THE CHILDREN
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-daFor a sprain you will find Chamtwo hours until
Compound
every
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and three
berlain's Liniment excellent. It alconsecutive doses are taken.
SAFE . RELIABLE
the pain, removes the soreness, QUICK
regulate the stomach, remove tho
You. will distinctly feel all the dis- lays
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTIC8
restores
soon
and
to
a
the
sour
parts
food
and
undigested,
fermenting
25 and 50 cent
condition.
and foul gases, take the excess bile agreeable symptoms leaving after the healthy
FOLEY'S HONEY and TAR
bottles for sale by all dealers.
first dose.
very
from the liver and carry out of the
The most miserable headache, dull
system all the decomposed waste
Do you know that more real danger
COMPOUND
head and nose stuffed up,
matter and poisons in the intestines ness,
lurks In a common cold than In any
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
sneezing, running of the nose other of the minor ailments?
The
and bowels.
sore throat, mucous catarrhal dis- safe way Is to take Chamberlain's quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, ot
A Cascaret tonight will make you
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudrheuma- Cough Remedy, a thoroughly reliable den
fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
feel great by morning. They work charges, soreness, stiffness,
tism pains and other distress van- preparation, and rid yourself of the AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
cold as quickly as possible. This rem- house and
give at first sign of a cold.
or cause any inconvenience, and cost ishes.
edy is for sale by ail dealers
Refuse substitutes.
Cold Compound is the result
Pape's
O. G. SCHAEFER
only 10 cents a box from your drugof three
research at a coat ot
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
Red Cross D'rue Co.
gist Millions of men and women take more thanyear's thousand
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
dollars, and
fifty
a Cascaret now and then and never
contains no quinine, which we have very reasonable Investment you can
have Headache, Biliousness, coated
demonstrated Is not ef- enjoy your sleeping hours as well ai
tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or conclusively
THF
fective In the treatment of colds or a millionaire. We are selling the
beBowels.
Cascarets
Constipated
beds
brass
than
grippe.
popular
eve?
cheaper
long In every household. Children
Take this harmless Compound as before. We have many styles in the
just love to take them.
directed, with the knowledge that bright and satin finish. One mat
i.j
no other medicine made any- tresses, sprlngB and pillows. J.
TURKEY RAFFLE HIS UNDOING there Is
&
Johnsen
Son
where
in
else
the
which
vi'l
world,
Pauina, la., Feb. 26. Because h
cure your cold or end grippe misery
participated in a turkey raffle last as
This Is the season of the year when
promptly and without any other
Thanksgiving, Frank J. MoCracken,
mothers feel very mucb concerned
after-effect-s
or
assistance
a
bad
as
over the frequent colds contracted by
until recently the mayor of this clijy,
01
impackage of Pape's Cold
their children, and have abundant
is to stand trial on a charge of gamin the reason for it as every cold Weakens
pound, which any druggist
court
term
district
the
of
the
at
bling
the lungs, lowers the vitality and
world can supply.
which convened today. Mr. McCrack-e- n
paves the way for the more serious
diseases that so often follow. Chamresigned the mayoralty after the
LENGTHEN YOUR LIFE
berlain's Cough
Is famous for
charges were preferred against him.
By sending your washing to the Las Its cures, and is Remedy
pleasant and safe to
His friends declare that he will plead Vegas Steam
one
We
have
Laundry.
take. For sale by all dealers.
guilty and pay a fine
of the best establishments
In the
PILLS
southwest. Our machinery Is new. MASQUES, MASQUES, MASQUES CHICHESTER BKAJfDL
A full line of
WlMl A.U your lmil.l for , jt
cosOur plant is modern and sanitary.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
masquerade
1'llU In Red and Mold jnrtalllcV
Your druggist will refund money If Our service is careful and prompt and tumes, wigs and everything needed for
stvM wlti Blua Ribbon. '
" outer, it ur iri
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any our oldest customers are our most a masque ball may be obtained
at
HKAND PII.IJL ft BV
wiaWMIl
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or loyal ones. Handy location on Doug- the millinery store of Mrs. A. Stand-lsh- ,
known
as Be. siffctt. ilwM Rdlabla
yann
BOc
6
624
14
avenue.
the
to
call.
will
in
las
Piles
The
Emporium,
Sixth
SOID
BY
street
days.
wagon
DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Protruding
NOTED PHYSICIAN
26.
Chicago, Feb.
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CHEESE

-, SLEUTH HAS VERY HARD JOB

.,,

munlty, and having no other tban a
purely local significance.

PHILIPPINES ARE

Experiment Conducted by AgHoul
tural Department In Attempt to
Produce Equivalent

:

.

Railroads
la Going to Ask tho
Legislature to
construction has progressPaea New Law Making Burglary
ed steadily during the year. The main
Capital Offense.
For several year there have been
lines in the islands of Pa nay and Cebu
conducted, under suggestion afforded
are in full operation 'and only short
Policeman McCarthv of the Union
by the department of agriculture, v- Market station, saw three men loiter
branch line remain to be laid.
rious experiment In this country.
ing in the vicinity of Goldstein
Y
In Luzon the work on the northern
with a view to the manufacturing of
Mllllnger's jewelry store on tha East
lines is nearly complete and the conn equivalent of the famoua Camem-beB,de a' three o'clock in the
morning.
struction on the Dues south of Manila
cheese.
he says, TJl sleuth some."
j"Aha!"
DEVELOPMENT
OF
THE
ISLANDS
In the production of this cheese
is being rapidly pushed. All portion
little
And
Its
less than outrageous. Leahe did. He hid
IS
PROGRESSING
much depends on two species of ml- RAPIDLY
in operation have proved unexiected-- j lie, for you to squander your hard-- Soon he saw two of the men boost th
earned money on a worthless lottery third over the front transom.
croscoplc fungi or molds known to
UNDER UNITED STATES
ly productive from the start.
science as Penlcllllum camembertl
ticket said Leslie's wife ln a burst
Aha! ' says he, TU plnoh 'em.'
an
of
The
had
these
lines
opening
and Oidium Iactls. Both species have
of indignation. "I haven't beard of But he didn'L The two
fled, leaving
in
almost magical effect
stimulating anyone being so shallow-braineI', n artificially propagated and fur
Washington, Feb. uti.
in the third inside the store, making m
and
The
production.
nished to the experiment stations.
Industry
fostering
years."
most careful
prosperity Ib being enjoyed by tliel
of the stook.
The manufacture of the cheese be- - i'liilionln - Uhmrt nHn.iniiv
. r mr el rl wr! traversed, wnu-- nan ueen "Never mind, if 61178 wins you'll he as Is done by Inventory
all burglars In the best
I"
rr
'
to buy all the luxuries your little Bets.
gins with fresh whole milk heated to salt of free
trade between them and abandoned, has experienced an agri- able
85 degrees Fahrenheit Later on the
heart craves for and I've always de"Come out'r there!" ordered McCarcultural
The
of
awakening.
province
cheeses are inoculated with cultures 'he United States, and the cry of
sired you to have. Don't be too skep- thy, but the burglar
10,000 tons of oranHatangas
shipped
merely hoisted
umes
mere
no
can
"
imru
of these molds.
tical but wait
longer
his hand to a position at
bej
replied Leslie.
angles
The cheeses are shaped In
"I'd prefer any day to have the two with his face, placed right
i.useu say me members or the Philii.-pin- e ges the first year.
his thumb
Health
iron hoops, and afterward treated
dollars
eomission
you've wasted for some real agalnBt his nose, and
iu their report for
his dexwith ealt rubbed on the outside. They 1911. Thtt IhlltfM Alntoa hna choriwl
Health conditions have 'been better necessities Instead of Imaginary lux ter fingers a most wiggled
uncompromising
to tne nrst ripen- - ln tni(J
luen
ever before. Cholera has been uries. A pair of gloves, a
for the
position.
pI08pel.ity " increa8m.g lu ex. than
ing room, the air of which must be
"Come in and get me, yer
a leaser menace than during any pre hall, silk for a waist, and a thousand
18 to
big stiff,"
to
Arhipelago
ana one things."
quite saturated with moisture, and
he finally muttered.
vlous
first
its
since
year
appearance
"Let'B not quarrel over the
at a temperature of from 0M or more 10411 112,500,000 during
"That I will, me bucko, and 'twill
money
60 to 62 degrees. From this time on
year. Free trade has resulted in afiter American occupation and no oth- until we get It," broke In her husband. be no ladylike
reception you'll reer
has
After the above conversation Mrs. ceive when I make
dangerous epidemic
gained
they are treated daily. During the increased revenues to the Filipinos in
your acquaintsecond week they are wrapped ln tin- - sugar and tobacco and an lmi)rove- - headway in the islands. Extended In- Leslie tried to forget all about the lot- ance," muttered
The robMcCarthy.
foll or parchment paper, after which
tery
but
ticket,
ber's fingers continued to sway back
Impossible.
vestigations have resulted in discovment ln the market for copra.
Meanwhile
her
The opening of new railway lines eries which have enabled the health with the cares of husband, occupied and forth.
room, the temperature of which is
business, had forMcCarthy got a box and tried to
to
numofficials
a
combat
successfully
in
various parts of the islands has
gotten completely about the little blue climb over. He couldn't reach the
slightly lower than that of the first
ber
dread
of
diseases, notably beri ticket. Matters of much
room. In the second room the cheeses
,in stimulating industry and
greater im- transom. The robber advised him
remain one or two weeks, when they fostering production, the territory beri, which has wholly disappeared in port occupied his mind.
to get a ladder. So
McCarthy got a
X
The numreach the best condition for consump- through which
government institutions.
"Belinda," he said one night, "the barrel and put his box on top of 1L
awak-ene- r
pass
they
having
tion. Harper's Weekly.
Mils
for
is
ber
the
of
In
Thus
last
he managed to reach the transsteadily decreasing
month are simply
lepers
to the development of agriculenormous.
tural industries. A steady and healthy response to Preventive measures and rant these My Income does not war- om. The burglar encouraged him.
"You're doing fine, you big stiff." he
expenditures. There's more
ERY0PS LIVED AEONS AGO growth of the postal savings bank, treatment.
money going out than coming ln. fm remarked.
g: neral hospital, which is now
The
Filipino depositors having increased
neither parsimonious, miserly nor
"You'll be doing finer when I reach
Specialized Member of Ancient Ani7l per cent over the number of the in stir sful operation, is said to be itingy, but there's a limit to all extrav-igance- reach you," puffed McCarthy.
Then
the 1" t arranged and beet equipped
he tried to wriggle in, as the burphiblans Found in the Wichita
previous year.
Basin in Texas.
For once Mrs. Leslie was silent: she glar had done. The robber was volHealth conditions of the entire is- hosi it ;il in the Orient. Free dispensaries and free medical, obstetrical, simply smiled and kept on sewing. uble with advice. "Move a little to
never
lands
durhave
been
better
than
A primitive amphibian, a specimen
and surgical service for the poor are When she looked up she was startled the left, fatty," he jeered. "Keep on
of the eryops, which roamed through ing the past year.
to notice the silvery tinge to her huscoming, or wait until I get some
beginning to play an Important part band's
the great coal swamps millions of
Commercial Development
hair, how tired and old he grease and oil your sides."
in
health
conditions
at
Man
improving
years ago, has been placed on exhibiThus encouraged, McCarthy came
looked, while she seemed to grow
It is stated that the cry of "hard ila.
tion in a glass case In the hall of
more youthful in appearance every through until he was
Copyright. Underwood & Underwood. N.
amldship and
fossil
at the American Mu- times" can no longer be raised in the
Education
then he stuck, for no human
lay.
creation bears a faint resemblance to the "fretful quills seum ofreptiles
being
as
Islands
most
proof
the
Natural History ln New York Philippine
of the porcupine." henc Hip
The increase in school attendance
"Don't you feel well." she ques- ever said McCarthy was sylphlike.
, Zl,.
Th 6
uim season ior It was found ln the Wichita Basin, vinces have enjoyed a year of unpre
.T.
The
robber
has been very satisfactory, tlie aver- tioned, anxiously.
got busy. He collected
8trangely beautlfuI eflecu- cedented prosperity. The result of age attendance
"Can a man feel well and happy," nice little missiles (like lumps of
J by
being over 50 per cent
the leiglslaltion by congress, which of the 600,000 children enrolled- The was his curt answer, "when he's con- coal) and bombarded the wedged-iAccording to the scientists, the ery- harassed
with financial McCarthy.
practically
granted free trade between public school system, established and tinually
nns
la
a rnrnno.Qilolw t.,wn nAu
"Come on; yer doln' fine," he
SERGE COSTUME
troubles?"
A nr
.
M
MIY
DC
All
the
Islands
and
the United States, has conducted on the lines of that in the
mn i ul. mnui. nni adiiautut
uniiMmcm i "mbw memper oi me ancient am.
The
to
discus- leered.
end
wife,
the
wishing
phibians, and skeletons of the reotlle ?llrrrised even Its mqst optimistic states, has met with great public fav- sion,
There was a supreme effort, and
proposed that they go to the,
Innumerable Designs Suggest Them have been found in the upper beds ol friende and advocates!,
he second or with the people. They also appre- "nickel show."
with a mighty "Oof I" McCarthy wri- tne coai rormatlon of Pennsylvania, year of experience with this law ha?
selves for the Humble but Useciate the work of the University of
"Astonishing that you did not sug- tled through and, like a ton of bricks,
but more abundant traces of the
ful Pincushion.
a d60rease of $2,000,000 in ex the Philippines as shown by the fact gest a box at the opera," grumbled landed upon the little robber.
Charles Schwarts, muchly battered.
her husband as he assented.
"A pincushion ln every room," was shales jiao utnu iuuna in me reo port's to the United States but a con- - that 57
which overlie the coal region!
per cent of the high school
Mrs. Leslie Anally threw all caution It held on a burglary charge, and Mcone of the rules recently given by a of Texas.
siderable Increase in the Imports from graduates have entered this univerto the winds. She seemed to have Carthy Is going to ask the legislature
novelist, who was describing the ideal
This
of animal once lorded It 'he United States. The fact that the sity which is twice as great as the Seen bewitched
house.
We all use pincushions every over thetype
by the "demon of buy." to pass a law so he can be sent to
denizens of forests and mor- markets of the United States were proportion of high school
The
old
ln
we
graduates
allow them to be asses of the coal
day, yet usually
portieres ln the little parlor the electric chairs Pittshurer nin.
period, a sort of gi open to the products of the Islands the United States who enter college. were replaced by elegant new ones, patch.
shabby and undistinguished or over- - gantio
tadpole, with wide flail head, has resulted in an increase in the
elaborate and vulgar.
no neck and a heavy flattened tall.
Special emphasis is now 'being plac- which made the parlor carpet appear
The pincushion that hangs up must
Unreasonable Woman.
The eryops Is the larsrest and tuuri price of sugar and tobacco and an im- ed on practical agricultural and In- jo shabby in contrast that It was not
be separated by a sharp line from
long before a new rug adorned the
In the market for copra, dustrial
Although much has been said
in order to meet the Boor.
those that are designed to repose upon known of the Permian amphibians In provement
training
written on the subject, we do not
It lived before the advent but tnese Products, as heretofore, have needs of the people and
the dressing table, to rest in the sew- America.
improve the
The comments of their friends were realize how desperately lonely a w
of the mammoth or mastodon..
found their way to the natural tnar-economic conditions now existing.
ing basket or to be a part of the "bachaumerous. When they noticed the maan chu d in a inuuy settled larva
kets in the nearby countries of the
elor's friend." Again, almost all house
Postal Savings Bank
hogany bookcases and the piano which community. Probably no one can ev
C:
hold utensils, fruits and flowers, vege,ent
Just a Man I
The growth of the postal savings Had been purchased on the installment realize it except the woman herself.
tables, animals, birds, butterflies, flsh
In the long line of cabs and automoImports
x
atn if.
hanlr
u x.
, plan and Mrs. Leslie expected to pay
They had taken Seth Hodgkins'
and leaves have been represented by biles In front of a big New York
Way Mr when the lottery money was dls- - wife to the state insane
The total value of Imports Into the
hotel
asylum. The
the pincushion caterer, without omit- was one car around which a few
healthy. At the close of the fis tributed. "Mr. Leslie must have made
day after she left him, Seth who had
ldlew, islands during the year amounted to cal year 1911, the .gain in Filipino deting the gallery of national costumes
said.
of
deal
i
a
great
money,"
they
been
good husband to her from the
as compared with ?37,067, positors was more than 171
composed of native dolls dressed from Proneor TL
After three months of apprehension date of her
an animal ?833,72
per cent
191- - The Un,ted States
anniversary
original sketches, and keeping com- of some kind. A dear old lady ha 630
over the previous year, and more than rad anxiety Mr. Leslie gave vent to to the date of her
and
pany with a legion of fanciful conceits
along. She saw the little knot p(l lne i8t of countl'1es with 40 per 80 per cent of all ithe open accounts dis pent-uOpening the new- through all the Intervening annivefeelings.
bought In toy shops.
of people and put up her glasses to ront of the total importations
as were held by Filipinos, as
fangled desk to look for a pencil, he rsarieswhich there had been no
par
uaa little baskets have sawdust observe the cause. Then she saw
compared
the against 30 per cent in 1910.
with 65 per cent on June 30, 1910. burst forth in a voice of anger, dismay ties to celebrate received a visit ot
filled cushions with coverings of bright brown fur of the
md
bills,
"Bills,
bills, condolence from his nearest
thing on the icy asThere was an increase of 97 per cent that'sexasperation,
neighbor,
Exports
silks, satins, ribbons or lace. The hanthe only kind of correspondence two miles away.
phalt.
dles are ribbon trimmed, or are done
in
The
value
was
total
the
of
number
of
to
exports
this house nowadays. None of them
"Poor creature, poor creature!" said
deposits made during
Seth
turned
from a sink piled high
away with altogether, if the cushion is she aloud in her
as compared with 839,71 7,96'J the year and 26 per cent in the amount receipted either. I'll have to borrow with
compassion. "Is Its
dirty dishes, to clear a chair foi
to be set upon a stand. A volume could
on
monev
con
life
insurance
if
this
the
broken?"
my
of
same.
the
She
to
tho
leg
In number the withprevious year. Exports
his guest.
pushed close to
be written upon the various styles and tne
prostrate figure in the brown fur. United States decreased from 318,-I- t drawals Increased 36 per cent and In tinues."
"I shall have to hire more
it
ways to make novel cushion covers,
moved.
"Yes," answered Mrs. Leslie with seems as if she had been help, a
The dear old lady took a 793,678 in 1910 to $16,813,864, but this amount 20 per cent.
but it must not be forgotten that many K..1VHOI
gone
tears in her eyes. But I figure It will year," he said.
iook. men sne made a sound
country still occupies first place, takr
people prefer to have their pincushions
be all right If we only have a little
approximating a ladylike snort. It
'1 always supposed that Harriet
look like nothing but what
over 40 per cent the total exports.
"I AM SO NERVOUS"
ing
was
the
they
chauffeur
patience."
of
one
of
the
taxigood health," said the symare.
are
The
articles
How many times have you heard
of export
"What do you mean?"
principal
cabs, clad In his brown fuzzy coat, in
pathizing friend.
For these there are the plain cov- the
"It's rather inconvenient Just now,
usual attitude of flatness, tinker- - hemp, copra, sugar, tobacco, cigars, that expression from wife, mother or
Harriet Hodgkins' husband looked in
ers of quaintly figured silk or brocade.
Ing the under part of Mb machine with and cigarettes.
sister. In nie times out of ten, ex- but I fancy It will be all right when dazed and futile inquiry from the
The long flat shape buttoned down
a
comes
due.
by
Didn't sprawly pattern on the
monkey wrench.
treme nervousness in woman is pour lottery ticket
Balance of Trade
bright new oiltiny silk buttons like a miniature maThe dear old lady, all ker sympathy
you maintain vociferously that the lotcloth that she had bought with the
ttressis among the best.
caused
an
1904
balFor
time
the
first
since
by
the
unhealthy condition of tery money would eventually pay for
to the view
carefully saved
It is not generally known that cof- curdled, hurried on.
ance of trade was against the islands the female system.
everything. Maybe then you can take from the kitchen window, a wide,
fee grounds, washed and dried make
A useful everyday costume ln thick an
E.
vacation
rest
and
a
to the extent of $10,055,093. This dift
little."
Pinkham'si Vegetable Com
Lydia
up
snowy field, some tall, funereal evergrexcellent filling for pincushions.
Big Bags of British Hunters.
"What coinage of your brain are een-trees
serge is shown here; the skirt is plain. Eawdust
and a
ference, however, is less than at first pound acts promptly and thoroughly
of darkening
is
The
not
in
to
Great
Britain
for
always
shooting
easy get, and
The coat consists of a bpdice and septhese vivid imaginations?" said Mr. sky. The kitchen patch
in such cases. It strengthenes
did not face the
we
if
take
into
consideration
1911
which
appears
bran,
the
is
over
is
as
often
as
as
far
used
a substigrouse are con
arate basque; the latter is quite plain,
as he sprang to his feet, giving road.
Leslie
Is not always clean.
nerves and muscles, heals Inflamma- bis
cerned. The heaviest one-dabut the bodice is gathered into the tute,
bag ob-- tne value of articles imported free of
wife one long look as if he had
"I cannot understand," he said,
tained
in
tion
Scotland
was
and restores the female system never seen her before. After a tense
of
the
Lord
and
that
the
navy,
army
duty
by
both
waist;
wrap over to the left side.
"what ailed Harriet. She has hardly
USEFUL
and
his
on
to
Duke
the
a
LITTLE
party
ernment
of the Philippine Islands, and
The revers and cuffs are trimmed with
normal healthy condition.
BUTTON BAGS
silence which seemed aged to his wife, been out of this
kitchen for fifteen
ln R0X' Kovernment-aidesmall buttons and loops; a patent
he exclaimed, "The lottery money I
eUChROan.f6.l
railways. These
years." Youth's Companion.
Boon for the Busy Housewife in That
ed
leather belt is worn.
do
What
I
mean?
you
it's
a
suppose
KANSAS CITY LAND SHOW
Portions, amounting in value to $4,
the Contents Are Always on
Hat of stretched satin, trimmed with
woman's prerogative to change her
S65'933. have been Included in the
Kansas
In
26
Feb.
one-daCity,
Mo.,
The
Her Personal Plate.
the
best
England
bag
wings.
Hand.
mind, , but didn't you distinctly assert
A young girl who has a great many
Kansas City land show, for which pre- that you wouldn't touch
that of the Due de Luynes and ures for 1911 for tne f,r8t time.
Materials required for the costume:
:
one
of
penny
t tuulI0ns are
valuable small belongings and never
Revenues
f
Five and
kept in little bags Ave other guns on Lord Strathmore'a
parations have been going forward for that money?"
yards 46 inches wide
&Te
at
loses any of them, says that it is
WemmergiH moors in the Upper Lune- nand' and lf- There was an Increase in customs nearly a year, opened in Convention
four and
f
alw,ays
lln"Yes, but"
yards satin for
a
tiny needlecase and silk winders I81 InV1
1'699 blrds revenues of nearly $1,000,000 and ln hall
solely because of her plan of' marking
"That's
ing coat, 14 buttons.
reason
the
I
never
of,Dnrnam:
took
will
why
and
two
continue
for
today
miea with black and white cotton
JL
i
during four drives ln
everything distinctly with her full
were kept with them, what a boon
l mre ojan ?i,ouu,- - weeks. The show embraces an elabor the trouble to Inform you that the name
stormy weather.
and town and country address.
it
irawing was weeks ago and our numUnusual Combinations.
would be!
ate array of exhibits illustrating the ber
On the Duke of Devonshire's
For
her parasols and umbrellas she
was
Upper
not
among the lucky ones.
A combination seen a good deal
These little bags are quite
Peace and Order
resources and Industries of Colorado,
Mrs Leslie turned pale. "What a has a set of small silver plates of obsimple Wharfedale moore ln Yorkshire 14,918
Just now is of blue and lavender and may be made
in a few minutes birds were killed in twenty-twTranquility has reigned throughout New Mexico, Arizona, Wyoming, Neb- foolish woman I've been," she said. long shape and with screw equipped
days,
mousseline. It is often touched with or nonand linen or silk.
all by driving, and there were usually the Islands with only sudh disturbanc-nlne.gun- s
maThe
raska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and a "I thought bo much about it that I ends, which are readily detached from
black velvet or else trimmed with' er- terial is cut four inches
a handle and put upon another one.
out. The best bag was ob--1 es as might be
wide
and
Sidn't realize we could lose."
In
number of other states.
expected
any
mine tails, thus giving the necessary nine inches long. This
on August 18th, when the King
Her golf sticks, tennis racquets, hand
strip is folda
called
"Mother,"
sweet,
contrast. But we see other pretty and ed in two, the
young
turned in and was Included in the party, and nine
luggage and the valuable collars which
l,
voice, "where are you? I've some
unusual combinations, too. For in- neatly seamed toedges
within rather more guns killed 1,580 birds on the Barden
her dogs wear are marked ln the
glorious news to tell you."
stance, old pink and old blue, laven- than an inch of the top. The
and Rylstone moors.
same
manner and on all of her toilet
ends
"What
Bhe
is
dear?"
a
it,
asked, as
der and buff, gold and purple. Many are then turned down
articles she has plate markings which
and neatly
young girl entered the room.
of these have a touch of dark fur or hemmed, the hem
being Just over
"Don't look so gloomy, mother cannot be obliterated or easily
black velvet, for while delicacy char- half an inch wide, the
ends of the
Dan
she replied, as she wound her wrenched off.
mine,"
Reed, the head coach of the
acterizes all the evening tints they
em seamed together.
arms
around
Cornell
her mother's neck "Bill notThe first cost of these plates was
football team, was
must not be too dry. Fringe of all
at
Just below the hem, on each side,
very great, although all are of
a banquet at an Ithaca hoteltalking
Thorsch
is
tomorrow to ask
coming
kinds Is fashionable for the evening.
Before any sore can heal, the cause whirh Whiro if
about a
ork an eyelet hole; put the
Cf
solid silver, and they were accumubags
father's
consent
our
to
rootoall
Oh,
failure.
wedding.
is
chenille
AS
but
bead
Perhaps
softest;
long as the blood, from which our systems receive their necessary nour- - I'm
ogether, and attach by
lated so gradually that the money was
the
dellciously happy."
tie. a nave
:
and strength
said ishment
fringe is rich, and also jet. And jet ends of the inner hem seaming
aA vuuuuui'idLCU
j.rpmaim im,,,, wiM
. been, a , good man."
not missed from her allowance.
of each too
, ,
WilU
'
Hi
,
uiscase
germs,
p
"I
was
not
for
this
great
prepared
on
fringe trims so much Just now, both gether; thread baby ribbon of one
will remain open, and resist every effort made to
?a !?,re nerves
. . In 1 "am- - 11 WMn 1
surprise, my dear, I didn't know he
for afternoon and evening, that one color through the
fact' th only k,nd h,,
and
tissues
of
flesh
the
continu-oaround
the
r
are
one
from
eyelet
places
i was ever known to ally fed with unhealthy matter and nature is
was even courting you," said her fa. How
It Turned Out.
he
might say there was almost a erase bag to the other; then thread ansimply disposing of the poison ther.
'1 told that dub he was foolish to
k.- -for It It is put on goods of any other color ribbon
lu
,OOK 0Ul oi nis sway
tne
y
irom
it
sore.
the
The
system
in
cure
for
an
uraimng
old
the op- window at his
through
through
only
he's been coming here all win- be courting so many girls."
color and any weight, the chiffons em- posite direction and
'fraf house and tell sore is a thorough cleansing of the
blood, entirely ridding the system of the ter."Oh,He said
tie the ribbon
"How did it turn out?"
the parlor was so comcause. S. S. S. heals old sores by
should be about 16 inches In
Ajwt. at uuiua.
ploying it fully as much as the
removing every particle of impurity from fortable he simply couldn't
"As
you might expect. His expenses
away."
stay
the
to tie into pretty bows; put length,
circulation.
It goes down to the very bottom of the trouble and so com- linen
"Leslie," said Mrs. Leslie, taking her were so heavy that he got behind with
buttons on one side and pearl or
no
i
to
arain husband's hand, "it was a good invest- his board and had to
"'"c
,
lunger any impurity
Perfectly I
marry his
Velvet Bow.
fancy buttons on the other, draw the
Place 18 once more nourished with rich, health- - ment nevertheless.
Mrs. Benham- -It will h
a
cTo 'J
T
Of evil good has
S" T
One of the new effects in neckwear ribbons to close the bag and you will
the
filIs ia some. If
bottom'
hoM?
Place
8000
when
tH"ore
fTm
hlng
who is my ideal of pernMnte and
is a bow consisting of broad ends of see at once what a pretty useful lit- flee
healthy, firm flesh, the tenderness leaves, all discharge ceases, the fection in BUI,
a young man, hadn't enS- S. S. has
and
when
black panne velvet, with loop and tle addition you have for the work
That Is Natural.
cleansed
Benham-Y- esand
c?lor
UVu8 l?
thoroughly
it win h
joyed our pretty parlor and felt the
Mrs. Townsley-- go
ends of black mee saline and finished table. These begs would And ready
Hiram Sharp's
affluence
of
around
he
atmosphere
-sale at bazaars.
"tu-Effle has become a music teacher.
T
with a silk tassel.
uuvice iree 10 an wno write.
girl
"J
and she beats
never
him.
have proposed to our
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. might
Hepzibah Yes; we call her Eft
daughter."
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WHAT IS THE MATTER?
While many people yesterday made
effort- - to
Tks of snow as early as possible giv
ing the innpresaion that the work

JttttsV

clear-4Mf--B- Me'

vculd be completed, little was done
I day toward clearing the walks. The
but was allowed
to peter out. Tie result la that for
every patch of clean sidewalk, that
cost its owner time or money or both
to clear, there are a dozen places
where the snow is lying to a great
If there is no
depth this evening.
ordinance compelling the cleaning of
walks, cne should be passed at once.
If tnere is such an ordinance on the
books it should be enforced. It Is a
slam on a town or city that visitors
never forget If walks are not cleared
of snow in a reasonable space t flma
Snow on the walk shows that the owner f the prpertoy it faces Is iazv
has not an ounce of public spirit
work was well

bc-u-

o

THIS IS THE AGE OF

'

WOMAN

Everywhere She Is Doing Now What
Formerly Was Considered the
Work of Man.

'

be difficult to tell what is a
woman's age, but unquestionably this
ft it. Men's colleges into which women have made their way have had to

It may

drive them out again in order to give
the men a chance at graduation honors. From the pulpit and the bar down
to the coal mine and the iron furnace
women are doing what used to be
regarded as man's work. The literature of the day is overwhelmingly
feminist in its character and very
much of It is the work of women.
Men are being told things about wom
en that it was not deemed proper for
their fathers to know, and as for themselves, they are being shown up without remorse.
AVlthin a few days illustrations of
the feminist revolution, physically and
Intellectually, have become' public.
Man is destined to lose even his
physical superiority. The superintendent of a hespital In Boston, where
3,000 babies are born annually, says:
"We have noticed that girl babies are
getting taller and that they are appearing in this world lately with more
real vitality than formerly. The boy
babies continue on the average, both
In weight and height."
His Connections.
The office boy for one of the largest
financial houses In New York recently
found a package of valuable papers.
He promptly returned the property
to it owner and was told he would
be cent a suitable reward.
"And, by the way," said the grate
fnl owner, "shall I send it to you, care
T" mentioning the name of tha
of
firm.
"New," said the boy; "send it cart
Of the Daring Dozen Social club. No,
East Fourteenth street"

BELIEVES HIS MAN
WILL
BE ABLE TO WREST
TITL EFROM JOHNSON

Chicago, Feb. 26. If, as many fight
tang and critics think, Jim Flynn,
Pueblo's fireman, has no chance in his
coming battle with Jack Johnson for

the heavyweight championship of the
world, set for July 4 next, why did
Flynn and his fmuiager, Jack Curley,
make the match?
Not for any losing end they may
hope to get opt of the contest for the
conditions are so framed it is the biggest kind of a gamble whether there
will be a losing end of sufficient size
to pay training expenses.
Any other answer might be hard to
those who have a well grounded impression that Flynn will be a child In
the big black's hands.
But It is easy for Flynn and his
manager to give good and sufficient
reasons for thus running their heads,
and especially Flynn's into this supposedly deadly noose.
Flynn's faith In himself 1b abiding.
He infects others with this confidence.
So It was with Curley but long be
fore Curley and Flynn formed their
allance Curley got some ideas about
Johnson and he Is willing to give them
to the public now for the purpose of
justifying his action and Flynn's in the
matter.
"While I was in Europe I saw much
of Johnson and had to take notice of
the way he was living there," Ourley
said last night. "He was much In
evidence in the boulevard cafes in
Paris and every time I saw him I
felt that if some scrappy, game fellow would show up he could take the
title away from him. As a matter of
fact I thought I knew of some middle-weight- s
in America who could whip
him in the condition I noted he was in
.,
several times.
"Mind you, this was long before I
had any idea of hooking up in any
way with Jim Flynn.
"'When I returned to this country,
saw Carl Morris and gave him a
grand outside chance of being the
lucky man against the big black. The
itold me that Flynn had given Al Kauf
man an unmerciful beating in Kansas
City, such a beating that poor Al was
laid up for 72 hours and Flynn was
under police surveillance. Kaufman
ruled a one to three first choice but
it was Flynn's fight over every inch
of the way.
"Before that contest there had been
much
talk of matching Kaufman
against Johnson, he being considered
the ideal 'white hope.' Indeed, as I
remember it, Jack was roasted severely lor seeming to dodge Al when the
late Billy Delaney and Billy Brady
offered to find a fat purse for the
scrap.
"Now, if Kaufman was so well entitled o a match with Johnson, why
is not the man who so thoroughly
whipped Kaufman? This query goes
directly and pertinently to Brady, Mas'
terson, Corbett and the other wise fellows who conceded Kaufman such a
sure victory.
"Then, too, please consider that
Johnson never would give Sam Lang-fora chance, sidestepping him persistently and religiously. Did not Flynn
once beat, Langford in Los Angeles In
ten rounds, getting every newspajter
decision there after the contest.
"And did not Flynn hand out an unmerciful beating to Carl Morris, such
a beating, - in fact, that the referee,
Charley White, nearly lost his license
for not stopping It and the club was
severely censured? Had Morns as
much as shaded Flynn the country
would have acclaimed him the real
goods and would have demanded that
Johnson fight the Oklahoma man. As a
matter of fact the match would have demanded that Johnson fight the Okla
homa man. As a matter of fact the
match would have been made the fold

lowing day.
"Now, then,

here's the point: If
Kaufman, Langford and Morris were
fit opponents for Johnson, why not the
man who beat them all?
"Five years ago Johnson beat Flynn,
who weighed 155 pounds and was really an inexperienced beginner. Today
Flynn weighs 195, knows how to plow
in and at the same time protect himself.

"Surely no one will say that Johnson is any better today than he was
then. And besides this, five years ago
Johnson did not stop Flynn. Re pecked away at him nntil he gave him a
bad eye and had him bleeding so that
Mrs. Flynn Jumped into the ring in the
eleventh round and stopped the battle, the referee refusing to permit the
game jmd sta Willing Flynn to con
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tinue. Coast critics have told me all workers, the Locomotive Firemen and
thia
Bnglnemen, the Railway Trainmen,
"Before Johnson beat Jeffries did the Locomotive Engineers and the
the people think he was so much? Railway Conductors, met here today
Marvin Hart went 25 rounds with him In a fraternal and cooperative conand even if the decision was question- ference for the propose of discussing
able Hart was there and fighting hard matters of
and legislation
at the end. Johnson didn't stop Tom- and for deliberating on ways and
my Burns in Australia, Burns always means for obtaining the
claiming It was a rotten decision that of the managements of the railroads in
stopped the battle. So much for John matters of mutual interest. The fore
non was devoted to the reception of
son's championship career.
"And Flynn claims that Johnson is delegates and In the afternoon a closnot nearly as good now as he was two ed session was held which will be
years ago, and never will be that good followed this evening by a reception
ait. the
again."
governor's mansion.
The local railway men and the citiCurley further points out that it
will be two years to the day on the zens in general have arranged an atnext Fourth of Jnly since Johnson has tractive program of entertainment for
had a battle, that the black man is the three days of the conference. To35 years of age or over, has lived ra ' morrow afternoon the delegates will
pidly and summed up. never was a be taken on sight seeing trips and in
r
in the ringthe evening there will be a public
Isn't tt a case now of Johnson try- meeting at the arsenal, with a long
ing to come back. Just as Jim Jeffries list of speakers. The object of the
tried and failed? A two years' spell public meeting Is to give the public
of idleness at Johnson's age is almost an opportunity to learn what the emsure to be fatal, thinks Curley. And ployes of tlie railroads really want In
maybe the arguments may all the sound the way of legislation that will enable
and that Flynn will be found to be them to work more for chq good of the
the right man for the big task.
public and of their employers. The
conference will close on Thursday
JALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY evening with a big reception and ball
at the Leland hotel.
man-kille-

CONVENTION.

A convention of the
republicans of
San Miguel county, state of New
Mexico, is hereby called to be held
the fourth day of March, 1912, in order to select 30 delegates to the republican state convention, to be held in
the city of Santa Fe, N. M., on the
eighth day of March A. D. 1912, for
the purpose of selecting eight dele-

gates and eight alternates to represent the republican party of the state
of New Mexico in the National republican convention to be held in the city
of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the
eighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912,
for the purpose of 'nominating candidates for president and vice president
to be voted for at the presidential
election on Tuesday, November 5,
1912, and for the transaction of such
other business as may properly come
before it
The various precincts of San Miguel county are entitled to the following number of delegates from their
respective precincts:
Precinct
delegates
No. 1 San Miguel
2
No 2 La Cuesta
4
No. 3 Las Vegas, south
4
4 Teeolote
4
No. 5 Las Vegas, North
No. 6 Las Vegas, Central
9
No. 7 San Antonio
2
8
No.
2
Las Vegas, upper
No. 9 Pecos
3
2
No. 10 Chaperito
V

No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16
No. 17
No. 18
No. 19
No. 20
No. 21
No 22
Nc. 23
No. 24

San Geronimo
Rowe

S

Rociada
Sapello
Las Manuelitas
Union
San Patricio
Mishawaka

2

McKinley
San Juan

z

2

t
2

z
..

z

3
Casa Coloraw
2
Sablnoso
4
San Jose
z
La ijiendre
2
No. 25 Pena Blanca
2
No. 26 Los Alamos
2
No. 27 San Pablo
2
No. 28 Chavez
11
No. 29 East Las Vegas
z
No. 30 Canyon de Mennelitas
2
No. 31 Puertecito
2
No. 32 El Pueblo
No. 33 Los Viiiges
z
No. 34 San Isidro
3
No. 35 Las Gallinas
2
No. 36 Penasco Blanco
2
No. 37 EI Cerrlto
2
No. 38 Los Torres
2
No. 39 Tecolotito
2
No. 40 Bernal
2
No. 41 Canyon Largo
z
No. 42 Romeroville
it
No. 43 Los Fuertes
2
No. 44 Ojitos Frios
2
No. '45 Cherryvale
2
No. 46 Emplazado
2
No. 47 Hot Springs
,
4
No. 48 Trementlna
2
No. 49 Agua Zarca
No. B0 Guadalupe
I
z
No. 51 San Ignacio
z
No 52 Las Colonlas
2
No. 53 Encinosa
Proxies will not be recognized unless held by residents of the sami
precinct from which the delegates
have been chosen. The various pre
cincts will hold their primaries" as
but not later
soon as convenient
that the second day of March, 1912
The secretaries of the various primaries are requested to notify the
chairman of this committee of the
date of their meeting and the nanes
of the delegates chosen, immediately
after holding their primaries.

TESTING

HIS

STRONG

WILL

Conceited Club Man Caught in Attempt to Prove Superiority of His
Mental

Powers.

At one of the clubs the other day
two members were arguing about will
power. The conceited man, who was
In the habit of boring all present with
his pointless tales, said that his will
was stronger than his friend's.
"You are wrong there," said the
quiet man, "and I will prove It In this
way. You go and stand In- that corner, and I will will you to come out
of it. You will against me, and I bet
you that I will have you from that corner before I have commanded you a
second time."
The smart one took the bet, and put
himself in the corner. The quiet man
said, in a eommanding voice:
"Come out of that corner!"
The other grinned and shook his
head. The quiet man sat down and
looked at him steadily. Five minutes
passed, and then the man of will said,
with a sneer:
"Hadn't you better give it up? I
don't feel any influence at all, and I
can't stand here all the evening."
"There is no hurry," said the quiet
man, "and I have a very comfortable
seat. There Is no time limit except
that you are to come out before I ask
you twice, and as I don't intend to
ask you again until this day week, I
think you will feel the influence before then."
The smart one came out

26, 1912.

Call for Republican Convention
the State of New Mexte

for
GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress flour

"Pursuant to the requirements of
the call made by the republican national committee on December 12,
1911, for a republican national convention to be held in the city of Chicago in the 'state of Illinois, at 12
o'clock) non on Ttiesday, June 18,
1912, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for president and
to be voted for at the presidential election on Tuesday, November, 5, 1912, and for the transaction
f such other business as may come
re, it the republican cenfdl com-i- r
' the state of New Mexico
Santa Fe on this 25th day
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the
holding of a convention of the re
publican party of the state of New
Mexico, to be held in the city of Santa
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11
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6
15

McKinley

Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba

6
9

20
4

RoosevelJ

S
VERY BOLD Sandoval
5
San Juan
30
One Builds Nest In a House and An- San Miguel'
18
other Establishes Home on
.....
Santa Fe
Electric Light Lamp.
6
Sierra
22
Socorro
A very curious Instance of boldness
1'
Taos
in swallows was recorded In 1886
10
Torrance
from Ceylon. In this case the birds
14
....
built over a lamp In the dining room; Union
19
what made their choice of site more Valencia
remarkable was the fact that the
305
lamp could be raised or lowered by
Total
counter weights and the connecting
All notices of contest shall be sub
chains auctually passed through the mitted in
writing, setting ferth the
mud walls of the nest.
of
contest, which must be
grounds
nestOccasionally the bird, selects a
ing site which invites comparison with filed with the secretary of the state
the boldness of the robin. In July last central committee at least three days
a pair of swallows took advantage of before the meeting of the state con
the open window of an unoccupied vention.
bedroom in a house at Felmersham in
All county conventions must be heM
Bedfordshire to begin building their not later than the 4th day of March,
nest on the curtain rod of the bed.
1912.
The return of the owner of the
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
house and his occupation of the bed
Chalrma.
did not in the least disturb or alarm the
birds, which completed the nest and HERBERT W. CLARK,
brought off three nestlings within
Secretary.
seven weeks of the house owner's return. They took no notice of the occupant of the bed when flying in and
out of the window feeding their
young; but the hen bird would fly off
the nest if any one entered the room
during the daytime.
Three years ago a pair of swallows
built their nest on top of the shade of
an electric lamp which hangs outside
the asylum at Narborough, near
Leicester. Baily's Magazine.

SWALLOWS

Ask Your Grocer for It

ARE

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

,

.-

ROGERS SILVERWARE
IN EVERY SACK.

Gross. Kelly & Co.

ing eight delegates and eight alter
nates to represent the republican par
io state of New Mexico in the
ty o
said national convention called to be
hied at Chicago on the 18tb day of
Jnne, 1M2.
The republican central committees
of the various counties of the state
are by this committee requested and
directed to issue a call for the holding of a county convention of the re
publican party m the respective coun
ties upon such notice and date as they
may deem expedient for the purpose of
electing delegates to the state convention to be held on the 8th day of
March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
the basis of representation shall be
one delegate for each one hundred
vote" or more, east for the republican
candidate for governor of the state
of New Mexico at the late election
held on the 7th day of November,
111. and one delegate at large from
each county in addition upon which
basis the representation in the state
convention of the republican party of
the state of New Mexico to be held
on March 8, 1912, from the several
counties of the state shall be as follows:
19
I'ernalillo
7
Chavez
17
Coltar
4
Curry
Dona Ana

PROCESS.

COUPON.

Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
on Friday, the eighth day of March,
A. D., 1912 for the purpose of select

Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
I .una

GERMAN

Telephone or call and we mil have our demonstrator
i

show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Wm. Whalcn, Prop,

Phone Main 344.
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Want fld.
fiabit
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all bad

Some habits cue should want to break and
habits axe bad to keep.

ft

The Want Adi Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

ft

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
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Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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Warners CorsetJHave Been Corset Perfection
for Years

Relic, of Past Grace.
Nothing is too queer to happen In
some corner of New York, says the
press of that city. The other day a
business women took a room at what
appeared to be an ordinary, small,
quiet family hotel on West Forty-fourt- h
street. The morning after her
arrival she notlved a little old man sitting in the long hall which ran by the
double parlors. Another man came
downstairs and the little old chap
jumped up and joined him, and together they went Into the back parlor.
Strolling down the hall, she happened to glance through the ' open door of
the back parlor. There she saw the
two men on their knees at a couch,
Tervently praying aloud. The business
woman passed her hand across her
brow. "Have I got 'em?" she murSECTJNDINO ROMERO,
mured, "or have I got Into the foolish
Chairman.
house V
F. O. BLOOD,
Later she discovered that the hotel
Secretary.
had in former years been a "home"
connected with a church, and that alRAILROAD WORKERS MEET
though it long since passed under see
e
Springfield, 111., Feb- - 26. Several ular management some of the
thousand delegates representing the brethren still haunt it.
four, big brotherhoods of railroad
old-tim-

Warners Corset embody all the Season's
uav Newest nibdels combined with the
very

0f

best wearing materials.

Warned

New Styles lor Spring 1912

are finer than ever before

PRICES $1.00 TO $4.50
Every Pair Guaranteed

the

Rust Proof

Store of Quality"

HARACHIS
BAG
Las Vegas
E.

N.Mf

ft
ft
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The Prescriptionist

ACKERMrVN

i

BYJIRE

John S. Clark returned this morn
DEPARTMENTS
ing from a week's business trip to

HAMPERED
ARE
DAMAGE
bY HEAVY DRIFTS;
$500 WITH NO INSURANCE

25 Per Cent

15c for 25c

er

Rugs,
in, x 10 ft. 6 in.

$19.85 for $27.50 Smith's
Size

9 x

$21.45 for Smith's 9 x 12 feet
Seamless $29.50 Rugs
THIS WEEK

FOR

CASH ONLY.

24

K C Baking- Powder works
like magic. Recipes formerly
considered difficult to bake
-

THE

ROSENTHAL

"McDougall"
Kitchen Cabinets.
NOW 13 HARVEST TIME
But you must keep your chicken
at
yard supplied with Granite Grit
for 25 cents oyster snen
10 pounds
at 8 oounds for 25 cent, ground bone
at 5 pounds for 25 cents, Chick Foodr
5 pounds for 25 cents, Poultry row-dein 25 cent packages, lice killer at
25
25 cents a can. China eggs at
6
at
pounds
cenite a dozen, Millet seed
for 25 cents, oats, hay, wheat, straw,
10
corn, bran, chops, etc., at the 5,
8.
Main
and 25 Cent Store, Telephone

If you want to gat the want you
want to get, you want to get your
want in a want getter. The Optic
wants yon to get the want yon want
aee.
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and

now come

o,m;

of .jjfce oven

light, damty and delicious. It faiflymakes
you hungry tcylook fit
them.

Y7
BAKING
POWDER
Is the housewife's
best friend, lightening her burdens as
well as the food.
Wherever K C is used
you will find healthy,
happy families and a conCom
tented housewife.
plies with all pure food laws ,
both State and National.
Jarrues Mfg. Co., Chicago

CHEETAH

HUNT

IN

$2.70

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
OPTICIAN

AND

JEWELER

LAS VEGAS NEW MFXICO

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WEBER

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK
VEHICLES

Full Line of

SADDLES
SEEDS

HARNESS

X

THE PLAZA

IMPLEMENTS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Surplus
$50,000.00

INDIA

Sport Waa Once Very Popular With
English Residents It Not
Rare Beast. ,

n.

CI INNINAH

A

S)

P,..M..

M

FRANK SPRINQEK,

N

The cheetah hunt which the vicewitnessed recently at Hyderbad
reminds one that cheetah hunting was
an extremely popular sport with Indian princes in former days, although
the initiation of European forms of
sport has done much In these times
to rob It of ancient vogue.
It was practiced both by Hindu
and Mohammedan chieftains over the
greater part of India, for the cheetah
even now is not a rare beast, and a
century or so ago must have been

S

"W '

?

Wf

Ji

O T. HOSKINS, Cashier.

LAS VEGAS

i

roy

INTEREST

WAS

TOO

Office

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T.

An Englishman who" was appointed
to an Important post In China got married soon after. Among the recipients
of the usual little card boxes containing a piece of wedding cake was a
Chinese merchant with whom the

bridegroom had an outstanding account for goods supplied.
After the honeymoon, one of the
first persons the newly wedded husband met was his Celestial creditor.
"And how did you like the cake?"
said the Englishman, laughing, after
the usual congratulations.
"Ah, ah," returned the Chinaman,
with a cunning leer, "me no such big
fool to aat him, sah. Me put cakee in
fire. Burn him up. He, he!"
"Oh. that's too bad," said the Englishman, very much hurt. "You might
have tasted it, at least, out of compliment to my wife and myself. Why

Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest Pe.id on Deposits

WHY

Suspicious of Wedding Cake Sent Him
by Englishman Who Owed
Him Money.

Testing Coins.
"There goes another man suffering
from degeneration of public manners,"
said the clerk in an aggrieved tone. "I
gave him five pieces of silver in mak- -

with the San Miguel National Bank

,"

CUTE

"Me too clute, sah," said the Celestial, with the same winning smile.
"You owe me monee, sah; sendee poison cakee; I eat him; I die; you no
payee up. Houp-la- !
He, he, he I I
know you Ingleesh!"

Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

Another animal used In the same
way by Indian nobles was a sort of
lynx, spelled variously as
"syahgush." But this was
used much more rarely than the cheetah. However, It was not only Indians who Indulged in this form of
sport.
It was enjoyed and practiced by
Europeans as well in the days when
they were content to abide in India
for fifteen years at a stretch and
when they lived a l'lndienne in a way
unknown to modern times. More than
one of the Company's nabobs kept
their own cheetahs, which werB frequently presents from friendly chiefs.
It may easily be Imagined that cheetah hunting was very good sport and
welcomed by the servants of the
Company as an excellent substitute
for the coursing which was familiar
to them In England and which, like
the cheetah hunt, has vanished before the spread of games such as tennis and golf. Madras Mail.
"shoe-goose-

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

L3lS Vegas Servings

common enough.

didn't youf

I

$1.73

Eight Day,

wm.ii

CHINAMAN

Like Magic

.90
Sunrise
$1.60
Spasmodic,
$1.35
Sunbeam,
Junior Tattoo,

"i

San-che-
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Blankets, Comforts

FOR EVERYBODY

ALARM CLOCKS

d

i

Rugs,
12 feet.

Sleep 'till waking time comes.

e

business.

JABOTS

Size
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COLLARS

3

Five
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PAROLE

Ignited by an overheated stove, the
W. G. W illiams of El Paso came in barns of the Aokerman dairy, which
Fe
yesterday afternoon from the Past is located east of the Santa
loe
from
the
distance
short
a
yards
on
business.
City
C. A. Hurton has resigned as Santa house, were completely destroyed by
Fe switchman and will leave the first fjre last night. The fire was discovered a short time after 7 o'clock. The
part of this week for the east.
ows and other stock were taken from
SatMrs. Lew. Kis'Ier and son left
the
bam to safety and the damage was
a
El
for
for
Paso
afternoon
urday
WINTERS DRUG CO.
short visit with friends and relatives. limited to the lose of the stables.
Thomas Tipton and Miss Lula Tip The property destroyed was valued
Phoue Main ;
ton, after spending Sunday in Las Ve at $"00, none of which was covered
gas, returned to Watrous this after.. by Insurance.
noon.
Both the East side and the E. RoStephen B. Davis, Jr., recently ap mero Hose and Fire company went
pointed TJnittd States attorney, lef to the fire, and despite the bad weath
FANCY LACE
this morning on a short business trip er. IS firemen were on hand to fight
to Santa Fe.
However, before they
the flamesL. H. Boydston came in Saturday reached the scene the barns, which
night from his home in Shoemaker were of light inflammable material,
on business. Mr Boydston is an old were completely in the grip of the
time printer.
flames. Some of the employes of the
AND
Albert Stern, formerly of Las Vegas dairy had built a hot fire in the stove
but now with the Albuquerque office in the barn before going to supper and
of the Charles Ilfeld company, spent it was from this that the structure
raught fire. The alarm was turned in
Sunday in the Meadow City.
James Leonard came in yesterday about 7:20 o'clock and it was fully
from the Trout Springs. He had a two hours later before tJie last ember
difficult trip through the drifts that had burned out.
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
formed on the scenic highway.
Owing to the heavy snowdrifts ths
A. W. Colver, vice president of tht run to the fire was a difficult one
BELTS,
Denver Bedding company came
and the firemen are to be compliment'
Saturday night from the south and ed for getting there at all. However,
HANDBAGS,
was in Las Vegas yesterday and today oth departments reached tlhe fire in
Miss Florence Baker, accompanied a remarkably short time.
At first
SHIRTWAIST SETS,
Miss Lenhard, there was some difficulty in getting
by her companion,
came in yesterday afternoon from water, as the fire plugs were burled
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.
Tucson, Ariz., where they have been under drifts of Show. Finally con-fo- r
several months.
nection was made and it was neces-Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus and sary to stretch 1,500 feet of hose' to
children left this afternoon for Santa throw a stream on the blaze.
the staton the East,
&
Hoffman
Graubarth. Fe onwilla shortto visit. From Santaon Feto sideOn the return towas
forced to cal!
department
go
they
Albuquerque and
California on a month's trip.
upon the E. Romero to pull it out of a
PHONE MAIN 104
R. S. Randall, manager of the gro- - snow drift. It was necessary to shift
eery department of the Las Vegas the West side team to the East side
Always Something New.
Mercantile company, will leave for Al truckl as the team of the ,atter ,ruck
buquerque, the early part of this week was unable and refused to pull the
where he expects to reside perman wagon. For this assistance Chief
O'Malley of the Bast side has expressently.
ed
himself exceedingly grateful to
C. W. Perkins, chairman
of the
board of directors of the Pere Mar the E. Romero firemen. The team of
the East Las Vegas department is
quette railroad, passed through Las
rapidly nearing the end of Its usefulin
afternon
Vegas yesterday
private ness in fire service. It 1b
said that
AND
car Detroit on train No. 10, en route
the youngest horse is 21 years old.
to
Pacific
coast
from the
Chicago.
a number of years older than
the
W. Wagner of San Bernardino, Cali- usual
STOVES
HEATING
age for fire horses.
fornia, who has been in Las Vegas
a short time the guest of James
O'Byrne, left yesterday morning on
Still in Demand.
CUTLER BROTHERS.
the Chicago Limited for Kansas City.
Plre Insurance.
Mr. Wagner Is a banker of San Beroff on any nardino.
C. C. Chapelle, vice
and
Blankets, Comforts or Heating general manager of the president
Federal Light
Puget Sound Seal Herd,
The raising of seals for their fur ia
Stoves for THIS WEEK ONLY. and Traction company, of New York
to become one of the profitable indusCity, passed through Lss Vegas this
tries of the northwest, for experiStove Pipe morning en route from New Tork ments
made last summer on
to the southwest
The Federal sound have proved that the sealPuget
will
and Elbows, 10c for any Size City
Traction company is the owner of the flourish and Increase with great sucHODS
and
COAL
Stove Dampers
Las Vegas Light and Power company cess.
Some years ago the government
and other plants in the southwest.
STOVE BOARDS
Mr. Chapelle was in Trinidad y ester brought ten seal pups from the Prib-llo- f
island seal rookeries and presentday and reports heavy snows in that ed them to
AT 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.
Emil Smythe, a retired
section. No effort was made In Trini-da- sealer and
with the desire
seaman,
and
Fiber
$8 95 for $12.50
yesterday to run the atrc
that he attempt to maintain a seal
herd on his ranch on Whlrihv isinnri
cars, while in Lag Vegas the c
Wool 9x12 feet Rugs
were in service from noon until night 'n Puget sound.

$18.95 for $25.00 Smith's

MO YDAY,

iog cnange, and ne tested every one
of them to see if it was counterfeit
right before my eyes. It ia only lately that people who buy have got ruda
enough to do that Clerks always did
It with coin that customers
gave them,
but that waa a prerogative of the
trade. For the customer to assume the
same privilege is a usurpation of ancient rlghta. The worst of It is most
people nowadays are pretty good
judges of bad money, and every little
while a coin Is refused because It ia
THIRTY-THREINMATES OF THE
counterfeit The only way tradesmen
STATE PRISON AT SANTA FE
can teach customers the respect due
APPLY FOR RELEASE
them is to turn their own backs when
testing money. That has always been
Thirty-threprisoners in the state the custom in England. No tradesman
over
penitentiary in Santa Fe have applied der athere would dare fillip a coin uncustomer's nose, and as a conact-for parole. The requea s will be
sequence no customed has ever taken
..pon Saturday, March 2 by the that
liberty with him."
board of parole.
There Ib but one
San Miguel county man on the list,
Bruea and the Spider.
Claudio Aragon, who was sent to the
Apparently
the little fireside storv
penitentiary about a year ago for about
Bruce and the spider is in tlie
theft. Following is the list:
category of fables. So eminent an auPancratlus .Teke. McKinley county; thority as Sir Herbert MaxwaH
RVfl In
Tomas Martinet, Chaves county; "Robert thn Rmioa."
"What Is the evidence to be found
Emeterio Montoya, Santa Fe county:
In support of it? Not in
A. E. Cornwell,
the writings
McKinley
county;
Santos Martinez, Bernalillo county: of Barbour. Fordun or Wvntnnn thno.
most nearly contemporary with Bruce
Jose Galvan, Colfax county, Luis
.
111
nwJ I
to suppress a circumUnion county: James A. Hayes, stance so "aery
picturesque and Illustrating
Santa Fe county; Miguel Hernandez, so aptly the
perseverance and paSanta Fe county; Xasario Alarid, tience of the national hero under desSanta Fe county; F. C. Greenwod, perate difficulties.
"No; nothing is heard of this advenEddy county; Miguel Castillo, Sierra
ture uil long attar Bruce and his
county; Medardo Luna, Rio Arriba
comrades had Daaaed nwnv nnrt than
county; Jesus Sedillo, Bernalillo coun- j It makes Its
appearance In' company
Reuben
county;
Oscar Bryant, Grant
wun sucn 'rash as the miraculous apty; Jose Angel Madrid, Eddy county; pearand' oi the arm bone of St FijZeuobio Sanchez, Bernalillo county; ian on lie eve of Bannockburn, and
Roque Valencia, Santa Fe county; worthy of Just about as much considDonaciano Aguilar, Chaves county; eration."
So goes another nt th
Perfecto Rodriguez,
Grant county;
of childhood.
legends
Claudio Aragon, San Miguel county;
Gregorla Jaramillo, Rio Arriba coun
Tise deacon Yon shouldn't fly vour
ty; Candelario Via, Luna county; Fe- on Sunday.
die
derieo Moncado, Grant county; Santos
The Boy Oh! Wall, de kltwa md.
Montoya, Dona Ana county; Madison outer a
religions papap.
H. Price,
Lincoln county; Jacobo
Fietze. Dona Ana county; Guy Stapp,
Chaves county; Maximiano Montano,
Valencia county; Nasario Gutierrez,
Grant county; Valein Gutierrez, Grant
county; Gavino Garcia, Bernalillo
Capital Paid in
county: Enrique Savedra, Bernalillo
$100,000.00
county.

Chicago.

Denver.
H. Fried ber of San Francisco was
in Las Vegas yesterday and today on
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Luis Paoheco of Mora came in from
his home Saturday night on burtaww.
Fred W. Brown, tie land man, arrived this morning from his home in

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

LAS VEGA8

IT PAYS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only af protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LA8 VEQA8 DAILY OPTIC,

T
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mey can put in the fletd a tout ot
nine companies of 960 men and 88 of- THINGS WE'RE ASHAMED OF
WOMEN CAPITA PEST
ficers, commanded by a marshal. The
Wrtok by Which Sailor
Pays Debt to army on a pesos foocng consists ot Why Is It That Women Always Seem
Merciless Member of the
to Have Something to Apoloone company of 0 men. The mosi
Finny Tribe.
gize Port
amusing of all the "armies," howBOTHER THE LIFE OUT OF OUR
ever, is that of Liberia. That counThe shark's Jawi are pried open to
NATION'S REPRESENTATIVES.
It
Isn't
sort
the
of
we
is
force
queer
try's
70fl
fighting
things
composed of
the fullest extent; a stout eight-foo- t
men and 800 officers; but the latter are ashamed of? queries a western
of
par
tough timber, four Inches by are evidently deemed very terrible
woman writer. How often do we hear
by
tour In
Is fixed their own
since the re people apologizing profusely because Feminine
government,
of All Classes
transversely far back in the angle of public issues proclamations at neu- they happen to live in an unfashionand Sorts Camp Persistently
ends projecting on either trality when warg break out
able
of
town.
will
part
They
explain
between
(side. A strong rope leading from the any of the
on the Trails of Lawmakers
and explain ad nauseam how they
powers.
ends of the epsr Is drawn close and
In Washington.
came to be living In that house and
tightened with a clove-hitc- h
round
how very awkward It is having that
the fish's tail, behind the wide
In Full Costume.
class of neighbors.
There are a great many people who
It is thus the sailor harnesses
An artist was discrlbing a revu
I have come to the conclusion it is
think
that members of Congress have
tils enemy.
that he had seen In Paris.
little short of a crime not to live in
nothing else
The clamp of the cruel Jaws drives
"It was a very decollete revue," said the fashionable
part of the city.
to bother
khe
he.
"In
teeth
certain
into
I
of
It
the
long
was for
parts
And then relations.
deep
them but the RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
nougn spar. The tight line ho!ds it in cibly reminded of the story of the seems to be ashamed of atEverybody
least one
of the
TISEMENTS
making
place, and, struggle as he may, the rarisian chorus girl. This girl had relation. In most cases the only ones
nation's laws. Five cents ner lino
;,.,-.- ;
hark fails to move the spar an inch Deen put through her paces, and final
are
they
proud of are dead ones, a
.
i
that, unless for a stray- Estimate civ w
aPiJIh....
from its position. As a finishing ly engaged.
'And now,' she said, long time dead, and very remote re They imagine
umfli
jr vvuiub to a line.
kouch, the sailor drew his knife blade
aoout my costume. What costum lations at that. But the living rela- lobbyist now and then, they are never No ad tn CCUpy 18,8 8Pace th" tw
disturbed from their arduous duties
cross the shark's eyeballs and let shall I wear?'
lines. All
tions always seem to be a cause of of
advertisements
charged
Such Is far from the
" 'Let me see
him go.
your tongue,' said the shame they never will live in the caselawmaking.
will be booked at space
and
the
harassers
of
actually set,
principal
Bitted and bridled, blinded, with manager. 'Ah, it's coated. That wlL right districts, build the
right kind out national representatives are, to a without regard to number of words.
Saws
he swam through a do."' Watch Dog
of house, bring up their children stygreat per cent, women. These fem- Cash In advance preferred
never-endinsea
limitless
in
fatuous
lishly or indulge in the right kind of inine time wasters are women of 11
circles. The queer furnishings he
trade. Female relations will Insist classes and sorts and
represent every
bore scared away others of his kind
upon marrying undesirable husbands,
variety of life from the poor woman
Lonely and silent he passed like Cain
and male relations always manage to who
wants a government position for
among the fishes till starvation and ftRCAT PAINTPR'C:
I
her
EARLY DAYS acquire vulgar or dowdy wives.
husband to the home stater
Bheer misery ended his existence.
One stylish lady is wont to sigh who sickly
wishes to call on the
merely
Cruel? Of Course it was. Rut mire.
as
she murmurs "poor dear
elegantly
ly, like the venomous snake, the shark Ziem Was a Tailor's Assistant, and George peculiar wife, you know; I've member from her part of the country.
In the capitol there are two rooms
Worked His Way to Italy
has long put himself beyond the pale
tried, but I really can't Include them for these women
to
callers, one for those
of human mercy.
Study.
as he
in my social affairs, you know."
wishing to see the congressmen and
usually is, the sallor-mahas a long
But of all the shameful shame pro- another
for
who aro looking for
Ziem, sitting
on a ta ducers the behavior
memory. The shark has followed foi
of our babies la the senators.those
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN Z
weeks in the shadow ot his ship, and me beside a window, worked as a tail the shamlest.
In each of these rooms there is a
has watched each man of the crew or s assistant for several years. His
Our babies always will dirty their
young woman who takes charge of
with greedy malevolent eye. There life was thrown into a new channel pinnies, ask for
candy, wipe jammy the callers. The
the
in
arrival
a heavy debt against all the shark by
the courtyard of an fingers on the visitor's
young woman in
coat, demand
Italian family in which there was a
charge of the Congress waiting room WANTED
tribe for many a lost mariner
n
vociferousattention
and
persistently
Experienced girl for gen
when the chance comes to settle old handsome, auburn-haire- d
girl, who ly, knock over the tea cups, spread has the most trouble, for the callers
eral
housework.
520 Washington
are
a
more
as
ballad
numerous
and
sang
more
The
botherfather the cake crumbs all over the best
singer.
(Scores, the sailor pays it to the full.
the mother made carpet and perpetrate all the other some. As they come In they go to
Besides the thin has th PflTiPtinn a1 played a hurdy-gurdImmemorial CUStnm Tt WDB enmo rlA lace, and a boy performed divers gym- hundred and one misdemeanors that her desk and tell her whom thev
Phoenician, trading out of Tyre to th nastic feats. The girl had a fine the dear lambs are heir to. They all wlsh to see and she takes their card
far Cassltorides. who. nrohahlv flr voice. Her father wanted a new coat do it sometimes and they all do it and, writing instructions on it, sends
fun kjjnt Well furnished front
jput the trick In practice. Wide World and asked the elder Ziem to make it always on the days we earnestly it into the representative desired.
room. Inquire 322 Grand avenue.
and Mme. Ziem to take in a part of yearn for them to make a
The pages who carry these cards
(Magazine.
Imgood
back and forth are generally kept
the family as lodgers. She took in pression.
the boy and girl.
So why are we ashamed of them very busy and often come in for ugly kuk KENT 5 room house on hill
call downs from disappointed callers.
(FEW CHILDREN SPELL WELL
The latter lifted the future painter for being normal? Why do we all
eiectric lights, good location, rent
When the legislature at Washingout of himself with her Venetian songs
at great length how Tommv
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or West
Test In St. Paul Schools Shows Aston. and accounts of the glorious city to never behaves like this on ordinary ton is in full session the members
era Union Telegraph company.
Ishlng Deficiency In Spelling
which she hoped soon to return. Her occasions and whv do we nerslst in are generally very busy and absorbed
in
Common Words.
the nation's business. If they are
name was Caterina. When she went being mortified so poignantly? Ex- FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
nghting for a measure which Is of na
away Ziem felt miserable.
He lost cnange.
P21 Lincoln avenue.
In one of the public schnnln of Ht spirit and could not shake off th sort
tional import they have very little
Paul an experiment was made la ths of paralysis that had seized on all his
time to be explaining difficulties and
HILL WANTED FAIR CHANCE arranging little minor matters for un
spelling of common words, which the faculties. At last he determined
children use and see every day oi with the
reasonable women who imagine that
of his needle and his
help
their lives. Out of 202, 49 spelled the talent, as he
of portrait paint- Wouldn't Race Train With Boat if their little trouble is the onlv nn in .BvVV
thought,
words correctly; but the number who er and violinist to make his
rlANO, for sale cheap. Would
the world and should therefore be ad- Craft Was Going to Stick
way to
could not compass Eberhart was 107, Venice.
renlt. to right party.
at
once.
Justed
at
to
Address Box
Just
River.
both
to
answered
his
present
They
hopes
Mayor Keller 60, Minneapolis, 41, St of going down by water to
houses are busily eneaeed with
291, City.
Marseilles,
Paul 9, Minnesota 15, Crowley SO, for he knew no
One day, the story runs, when Jim ures which are vastly important to
geography, and thence
Ramsey 80.
Hill was going In the railroad business tne whole country: they have little.
to Rome.
UK SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
And yet these same children, tested
and the Great Northern was not the time to spare and yet If one were to
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
would
It
now
be
curious
see
to
a
the
number of standard books which
by
fine system it is today, he was met In stroll through the capitol
today he
filled till July l. Mrs. M. E. Stev
very school child" should have read, portraits of Saone and Rhone captains St. Paul by the head of a big steam- would find that little waiting
room
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
"a me forth with surprising familiar-- i of barges, wine and wood rafts that boat
company doing business oa the crowded with women who are filled
t ies.
One hundred and sixty had read he did for them in lieu of passage Great Lakes.
with that unconscious presumption
Robinson Crusoe" one can hope that money. In Rome he got in with paintFOR SALE Choice setting Plymouth
"Jim," said the steamboat man, "I'll that encourages them to
when they are grown, up they will not ers and tourists. The former helped match one of my boats against one of their little affairs to the frontprotrude
Rock and White Wyandotte eggs
at
the
him
to
his
artistic culture, and your trains In a fair race for $1,000 expense of the nation's most
enlarge
U)('K to the best six sellers. One hun.
1030 Fifth street. Oscar E. Buroh.
Import
the latter took him about as a guide. a side."
Ired and seven "Andersen's Fal
ant Business. When the cause of
Tales" and 78 Grimm the future But Caterina and Venice lay on his
Mr. Hill hesitated. "I don't know," "Women's Rights" come to Its own It
writers of "Peter Pans" will have an heart, and he took the bold resolution said he, "some of your boats are will be a toss-ubetween the nation's
TOO BUSY
audience. One hundred and thirty. of going on foot to the city of his pretty fast."
business and the '.angled affairs of a
seven had read "Black Beauty," 6 dreams. He so fell in love with it the
"I'll race you upstream," added the pink tea or bridge party.
One of the old gags that the memboys had read "Tom Brown" and 64 first day he went on the Lido that he steamboat man, as a further induce
girls "Little Women." Only 37 had tol. did not break his heart when he heard ment.
bers work on callers whom they deerated "Little Lord Fauntleroy," but that Caterina had not turned up, but
"Oh!" exclaimed the other in a dis- sire to dodge Is, when the
comes
this is offset by the 13 for "Scottish had gone to Paris to serve as a model. gusted tone, "if you're going to stick to them with a call, they page
move to a
Chiefs" perhpja Miss Porter is a
to the river then you might as well vacant seat and send out word that
trifle out of date for the American
give up the notion of any race. I they are not in their seat. The page
young.
thought you meant you'd bring your who has to deliver this message,
Bird and Beast Sanctuary.
There were 44 out of 202 who knew
boat out on the prairie alongside the which is not a lie, generally comes in
Remote from all large centers of track and
in varying fashion what the Golden
for trouble, as oftentimes the caller
give me some show."
population a bird and beast sanctuary
Rule is. Thirty-fou- r
goes to the gallery and, seeing that
thought it a do has
been established in the Upper
the member Is on the floor, goes back
18
Protestantism in France.
They do these things
to the unlucky page and vents her ire
vUfS,
near Zernetz and not 7
far
Jlt
same way m England. A
According to an article in the Revue on him. The congressmen, who are
from
Ofen
Pass.
the
a
is
well
It
the number of Protestants in France not without human instinct,
for a civil service, nosltlnn
generally
wooded spot of considerable area Is
fwho was Cromwell.
decreasing. They now number 700,-00- reward the page for his trouble.
"Cromwell was
This
he man who cut off the head of the carefully watched, and In the summer
The Lutherans, who numbered "Female-caller- "
nuisance is not a new
continually
patrolled
more
by
keepers.
than
million
a
of
a
and
on his death bed exclaimed:
in one and while women continue to be
quarter
king
One of these, who has 5ust returned 1870, can now boast of a membership
'Had I but served my God as I served
the waiting rooms of the
to
St.
Morltz
from
a visit, found the of only 80,000 in France. The Calvin-ist- s unreasonable
my king, I should not have been left
will always be filled.
capitol
are the most numerous sect left,
In my old age.'" St. Paul Dispatch. park completely snowed under to a
depth of more than four feet. In it numbering over half a million. But
Wireless Operators in Demand.
were five herds of chamois, one of they are losing ground. At the same
"Wireless
desteady
which
147
numbered
World's Smallest Armies.
head, besides a time the political influence of the mand," is the operators
market
quotation
hung
toIf ever the dream of the disarma- great number of roebuck and deer,
French Protestants is out of all pro- up in the
First Tourist 1 was seasick all the
navigation bureau of the dement of the world shall be realized gether with bears, foxes and other portion to their numbers. This the
of commerce and labor. The way coming over.
partment
there are several countries that would smaller Alpine animals. Flocks of writer attributes to their superior federal officials believe that eventualSecond Tourist 1 guess vou found re
not have much to do ia this line, as, snow hens were also wintering in the system of education, and above all to ly all ocean craft will be
in swearing.
lief
equipped with
for Instance, Monaco, whose army con- sanctuary with numerous crossbills, their great wealth. Their wealth has, wireless
First Tourist Swearing) I didn't
telegraph
and
apparatus
that
sists of 75 guards, 75 carabineers and titmice and other small birds.
however, tended to sap their delusivethe posts aboard ships should be have any time to swear.
SO firemen.
It is hoped that the establishment ness. They now pay less attention to templing
The next smallest army is
to operators.
that of Luxembourg, with 135 gen- of this reserve will prevent the threat- their religion, and the result ia, says
About 600 vessels on the Atlantic
Work Tells Nationality.
ened
.
extermination of wild beasts the writer in the Revue, that Protes- and Pacific oceans and
darmes, 170 volunteers and 30
the Gulf of
Mrs. Henry White, wife of the well- In the Republic of San Marino and birds in the Alps.
tantism in France will In the near fu- Mexico are already so equipped, an inAmerican diplomat, who served
ture be a thing of the past. This is crease from about 350 a year ago. All known
in almost every court in Eurone. is
a rather bold conclusion, and it would have to get a certificate from
the combe interesting to know if this alleged missioner of navigation. Heretofore the authority for the statement that
decrease in the Huguenots Is correct. all have been examined at the various tne nationality of a woman may be
easily betrayed by the kind of fancy
Westminster Gazette.
navy yards, but for the convenience work in which she
engages as ehe sits
of telegraph operators
living in interior on hotel verandas In famous resorts
towns arrangements have been made
of Europe.
The American has her
Herring on Maine Coast.
by which they may be examined by frame with
It is now fully evident that no more the
gay colored silk, and
military authorities at Fort Oma- stitches away on flowers, fruits or
TAILOR FOR MEN
herring will be caught on the Maine ha, Neb., the examinations
there to be quaint figures for the decoration of
coast until spring. There have been
.inducted from time to time.
her dining table, her boudoir or her
practically none landed within the
own comely
last three weeks, but the recent snow
te
person. The British
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and
Weird Iridlan Dances Barred.
will stop any that might, be along this
It ts for the economic and social woman never seems happy unless she
is fashioning
way.
lace sewed
of the Indians, officials of
the In on Indigo blueBattenberg
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
It Is a singular fact, but the herring good
paper, where the patdian bureau in Washington
declared, tern Is traced. The French woman
are not found after there has been a that objection has
been made to the works into
fine white cambric those
good fall of snow. It Is reasoned that sun, birffalo, willow
and some of the
603 LINCOLN
the snow causes the feed to sink and other prolonged dances
clusters
of vine and flowers
WILL DOLL BUILDING
lovely
in which mem
so the small fish do not show themin the best cotton floss, known as
bers of certain tribes indulge.
selves on the surface after it has fallThe Italian
"Often these orgies, for that is what "French embroidery."
en into the water. Portland Press.
the dances practically amount to, con woman delights in the fine lace that
has made the nation Illustrious, and
Kume several weeks of the Indians
time at a season when bis farm needs many a woman bearing a title that
In Deep Mourning.
his attention," said an official. "Thf dates back several hundred years can
Patron Walter, what Is the matter interior
department will continue to make lace which rivals the best which
lbs. or More. Each Delivery
mv r is i- twith this establishment f This steak
the looms of Venice can produce.
to
these dances."
object
siaon Delivery
l.ssw isa, so zwe
is burned black!
tSe per 106 lbs,
Walter Yesseh. Mark er respec',
9N lb, te 1,O0 lbs Eac Delivery
Me per 1M Ike.
What May Happen to Lifers.
sah. Our chef done died yestlddyl
She Was Stylish.
M lbs. to 20 lbs. Bach Delivery
40c per IN lbs.
A life termer in prison who assaults
Puck.
"Maggie," said the mistress to the
M
lba
Each Delivery
Leas Than
another person with a deadly weapon
If pay 100 lbs.
is punishable with death under a do new girl, "don't you know better than
cision announced by the Supreme to throw the slops out at the back
Where Ignorance Is Bliss.
court of the United States, upholding door?"
"He married the girl he first saw the
"Axin' yer pardon, ma'am," replied
constitutionality of a California
drying her balr in the back yard."
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
statute. In so holding, the court de Maggie, "but I reckon as I knows
"Love at first sight, eh?"
and Lasting Qualities o Which Have Made Las Vegas
cllred to interfere with the death sen me bizness. I ain't never worked fer
"Not much! He never knew It was tence
a fambly wot had no more
Fa mous
Office '01 Dougrlas Avenue.
imposed upon James W. Ftaiey
the same girl." Judge's Library.
than t' throw 'em out at the front
at Sacramento.
door, ma'am."
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BEST GOODS

SOCiETlT
CHAPMAN

DINNER

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

AM BUSINESS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

CAff

RESTAURANT AND
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com-

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

ELKS Meets second
fourth Tuesday evening of
VUdtiaa
month at O. R C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
mouth. Visiting brothers cordially invited.
NT.
O. Herman, W. M.; B. R. Murray.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
. NO.
804.
Meets second and fowl
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
Thursday in O. R. C. haH. Pioneei
building. Visiting members are cer
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
dially invited W. R. Tipton, G. "k. ;
conclave second Tues-E. P. Mack-1- , F. S.
day In each month at Ma
D.
C.
m.
7:30
sonic Temple at
p.
Boucher, S- - C; Chaa. Tamme. Re MODERN WOODMEN OP AMERICA
Meet In Che forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the Worl
hall, on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH
M'i80NS Regular convoca
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Viewtion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially invited
M.
m.
R.
at
7:30
ple,
p.
Williams, H. P.; P. A.
DENTISTS.
Brlnegar, Secretary.

d

Wanted

for

for

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Dentist
8. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has
phone
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
at office and residence.

Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue

Rent

EL

DORADO

KNIGHT8

i JL

0.

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

OF

NO.

very Monday

Chas.

1,

eve-

E.

Liebsoh-nle-

Chancellor
Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

102 Meets every Monday
night
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue,

O'clock.

PHYSICIANS
H. W. HOUF,

r,

Commander.

FRATERNAL

at

D. O.,

M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of
diseases, out.
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose an
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office:
506
Grand Avenue.
Rertdeoce:
705 Sixth Street

at

members are
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring.
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

8

A HUNKER

Chester A. Hunk?
Attorneys at Law.
PYTHIA8 Meets 1m Vegas,
New Mexte.

LODGE

ning in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

Sate

p

ATTORNEYS

Visiting

LOCAL

TIME CAHU

EAST BOUND

Arrive
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No.
No.
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first No.
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
conKclly inTited
Isaac Appel,

Charles Greenclay,

President;

tfo

Depart

2....

9:10 p. m.
4
ii:06 p m.
8.... 1:16 a. m
10... . 1:46 p. m

9:15

n.io

i. at.
p. m.

i:25 a,

WE8T BOUNIi
1

No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men

1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m.
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

p.
p. m.
p. ra

p, m

Meet in

Fraternal Brotherhood
Sachem; David
Flint, chief of records and collector
of wampum.
Visiting brother
velcome.

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
Th;it was the case with Mrs. W. S
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. My wife was
taken down with a sever attack of la- Kriuue. Which run into hrnnohlHa fiv,
coughed as though she had consump- nun ituu coma not sleep at
The
first bottle Of Folpv'au Ur.n.rnight.
onA T.
xw
u.iu
j
j, O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound
gavj her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at uiai sne continued ttslng it until she
their haH on Sixth street. All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Co.
ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . L. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; beyond the
medicine can do more. o. Q. Schae-fe- r
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
hall.

A.

M. Adler,

Crystal Ice Co
Pure Ice

musl-clans-

PHONE MAIN 227

CHAS. LEWIS

Up-to-da-

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

L

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PURA COMPANY

self-respe-

m

2:10 p. m.

Classified ads. search out the.people to whom
amon ail
BUY-- the
particular thin is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST
to
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper
and would ne."
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper,
want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobile!
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of an
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers of
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of tL
best markets!
of those who MIGHT

LAS

FRIEND

OF THE

man-tleplec-

-

ten-roun- d

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

"WAHT COLUMNS

II

TIC, IsJONDAY,

FEBRUARY

Center street. The bill
PENNANT8, PENNANTS
erous and the price la
Raily's curio store has Just received
a nw stock of Hi?h School and Nor
ts for regular meals.
ma I penrisjts.
It
showmk also Many people wonder how it Is possome pmtrtajovelties in gifjaVhats sible u serve such e ce.'leni meals so
1
Penaaots at.i cheaply.
Tjlrt Fchool
v
pfllowg of all thebig colleges are
A MONTH HAS PASSED
awaiting your Inspection
A whole month of the new year has
Here Is a mesaage of hope and passed. Have you started that account
son oi
good cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, for j out self or your little
Boone Mill, Va., who is the mother
If not, you have still U
daughter?
of eighteen children. Mrs. Martin
waa cured of stomach trouble and month In which to save. The First
constipation by Chamberlain's Tab- National Bank offers an admirable op
lets after five years of suffering, and portunity for accumulating savings
now recommends these tablets to the Your account solicited.
Sold by all dealers.
public.

YOUWa MEN

Asalatant professor of Kngusn,
Charles T. Copeland Is known aa
UndwjnduttM Make Theraeelvaa at "Copey by the university and by
Horn In Apartment of
hundreds of graduatea, and the nickHarvard
Professor.
name shows how much he la loved.
But there is no one of the teaching
Ifwrou climb the aouth stairway of force more feared and respected than
HoUla hall, one of the ancient
and he. American Magazine.
onorable dormitories c Harvard
some Saturday night after ten
o'clock
you will find Charlea Townsend Cope-Jan- d
In hia room up under the
roof by
the aide of a "lea coal
lira," and
Egyptian Customs Unchanged.
overflowing from a chair and settled
Lord Cronner, speaking at a meettO th flMi. t K-, l- 4
-u crowa.
unof
jcbl,
ing of the Egyptian exploration fund
dergraduates.
There are athletes, In
London of the fundamental resemeditors of college papers. Socialists
blances
between ancient and modern
atheists, gentlemen, aoclal tars
Egyptians, said that: "It waa not
the leaser orba whose light Is hid and
unonly conceivable but highly probably
der the college bushel.
It la a wonderful room, lined from that during those centuriea most inaccurately enumerated by Napoleon
floor to low celling with hooka.
The as forty, during which the Pyramids
broad mantel and the little wall
apace had frowned down on the Valley of
are covered up with signed
of great people that you readpictures the Nile, Egyptian manners and cue- about toms had, relatively speaking, under
end all the long generations of
boys gone leas striking changes than was
whose friend he has been. Over
the the case with any other community of
door is a horseshoe and a bunch of
rowan berries. The only light la from which we had any precise knowledge.
the Are, perhaps a candle on the
and the reading light to the
left of the fire, where sits the little
M'FARLAND AND MALONEY
man, interminably smoking an InfaNew York, Feb. 26 What appears
mous brand of cigarettes.
Everybody to be the most attractive item on the
talks of the thing nearest his
heart; flstio menu in the
metropolis this
eTerynoay nnds himself, alert, quick
almost brilliant. Starting theorliw are lweek willll served up at the Fairmont
expounded and strange systems of A- c- tomorrow night, when Packey
One tells of rowing, an- - MeFarland and Tommy Maloney will
phlisophy.
other of throwing the hammer, of come
together for a
vuoa in town, or clubs and books Ac.onlin to the agreement theeetto.
two
ana college politics.
1
don't know
whether the little man la interested will weigh in at 136 pounds at 6
in those things, which he has heard o'clock- - Though Maloney is a fightfrom so many clasaes, but ha evi- er of considerably less experience than
dently loves the spirit of youth that la McFarland, he Is willing and game
th them. Indeed, he once said that If and can be counted on to
make an
ever he were cut off from youth he aggressive stand
itihe Chicago
against,
would wither up and die.
boy.

GA8 DAI,

c-

Irv-a-

EVERYTHING

i

JEWELRY
Silverware and cut glass. The best
and most complete line in the city at
prices that are right. All the stand- ard makes of watcnes. An optical de- partment in charge of an upert Remember the name and fame of Sabino
Lujan, on Bridge street.
IN

A GOOD CHANCE

To buy something nice at remarkably reasonable prices is afforded by
Miss M. M. Thompson, who has decided to sell ladies handbags at one-hal-f
price. She Is also selling leather goods at reduced prices. Everything In this sale is of the best quality and the handbags are especially
stylish. Miss Thompson, Sixth street.

There is no better medicine made
than Chamberlain's Cough
THE BEST DINNER
It acts on nature's plan,
Is not complete unless you serve
relieves the lungs, opens the secretions, aids expectoration;
and re- as a finishing toucn some of Potter's
stores the system to a healthy condi- ice cream. In our factory only the
tion. For sale by all dealers.
freshest and best materials are used.
They are combined under the most
GREAT WHITE WAY
sanitary conditions and are the
When you put up an electric sign at acme
of the ice cream manufacturing
your place of business yon will have business. Ask
for Potter's. Made in
done something for yourself as wel'
Las Vegas.
as your city, tor an electric sign is th
modern great white way of advert is
ENTIRE NEW STOCK
ing. Keeps your name constantly be
An entire new stock of rubber goods
fore the eyes of the purchasing pub has been received by O. G. Schaefer"s
lie and helps to make Las Vegas looV pharmacy and those who need that
like a wideawake city. Las Vegas class of goods can mane purchases
Light and Power company.
there with the assurance that the articles are the ttst obtainable. The
SUPPLIES A HOME NEED
stock, includes hot water bottles, founOur famous brand of bherwood Rye tain syringes, etc.
whiskey, properly aged and carefully
kept, fills the exact demand of the one
WERE YOU PREPARED
who wishes a supply in the family
For the sudden blizzard that u,
sideboard. Your telephone order will scended from the north Monday night?
be filled promptly and satisfaction Were your coal bins full? If not call
guaranteed. A full line of finest Cali- up the Coors Lumber company and
fornia wines are also directed to your order fuel. Orders will be filled withattention. The Opera nar, Charles T. out delay.
Farley, proprietor. Telephone Main
no.
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
Very much talked but very little In
IT 13 NOT STRANGE
evidence except in case of high prices.
It is not strange that so many peo- Yet in spite of the fact we have suc
ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma ceeded in getting an excellent line of
for colds
Remedy.

.

26, 1912.

SEVEN

all leather shoes for boys that ts sfe and reliable cure for all
Contains oo opiate. O.
great in value for a little money. and colds
Prices to 13, 11.00; lift to 3, f 26; 0. Sflhaefer and Red Cress Drag Co.
2
to 5tt. lino. Dor misses and chIL
ATTENTION
ELKS
dren at aame price.
Have you bad
your
photograph
HEIHJCOCK M
made tor the new lodge rom? Water
M Is making sittings and the picA SNAP
tures are proving as good or a little
Six rooms and bath with tlir
lota; beltar than the quality usually turned
on corner. In good repair.
000,00 mat by that
high ole
photographer
on terms of 1500 00 cash, liaUiUM Hi lieu
arrange tor a sitting today
In
If
r
loan.
Heed
and
building
you
WalsrsMii, the Plasa
of a home, investigate this
M ft
INVESTMENT ft AQBNCY MHUM
DO VOU KNOW WHY
fh iriittt is ouch a popular meet-MRATION, George A. Hswlu, Man
ager, Phone Main 40.
pltum for men? The answer Is
it handles lb best wtns and
OUR LIVERY MflVICf
Ibpwrs for sale to lm Vega and is
Is right up to muff in ti WMtftar. w s
ivwnlnt lorsllon, on tM rorrT
Night calls are given prompt ttlmn WW In Bunt.
station. A big
fion and the best survlce Is
linn ,t i,a wt
in
lwy in
Good horses kept In a
M
Uk. tsmmtn ft Httjmrfi, pm-prand good rigs may be onuMnsd nt Wjy
time from us. Call up Main 16 and
WHAT I r mp ftCAftON
will do the rest, at, J lioutby
w ffc fed mat tn Ideal Hennery
A WARNING AGAINST WET
WT. OmmtM and
Wet and chilled feet usually eff
boWtng its old patrons?
the mucous membrane of ih ium nm
.. it ttiftiftihm
th beet, purest
throat and lungs, and la grippe, brim I
chitls or pneumonia may result sad rifiMftf mftk Th mffk Is ebso-Watch carefully, particularly
f,ntvi wmfamfnatton. If. l
the lutely fr
children, and for the racking stun unlld In lr1U)!d r'tmn hj
bom coughs give Foley's Honey and HI):
ptiH.tmm. Try tl fdaal's milk
Tar Compound.
It soothe tha In
flamed membranes,
change.
and heats the a whll and yim will
cough quickly. Take no substitute.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drag
PRES. FREE. FREE.
Co.
Punch work to embroidery and
are necessary for noma comHOW'S THIS.'
forts and hers Is an opportunity you
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot afford to miss In getting free
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh lessons on above items. Royal
Cure.
goods tn packages are very popuF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
lar all over the United mates and our
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and assortment at present la very targe.
believe him perfectly honorable In all The D. M. C. crochet cottens we
business transactions, and financially carry In hanks and balls In white an
able to carry out obligations made by colors; Richardson Grecian floss we
his firm.
are headquarters for same. Anything
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
new in needlework and art gocus, you
O
Toledo,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken In- will And at the 6, 10 and 25 Cent Store.
ternally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sysHow Cold Affects the Kidneys
tem. Testimonials sent free. Price
Avoid taking cold If your kidneys
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- are
sensitive. Cold congests the kidgists.
neys, throws too much much work
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl upon
them, and weakens their action
pation.
Serious kidney trouble and even
Blight's disease may result. Strengthen your kidneys, get rid of the pain
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
Is sweeping over the town. Old and and soreness, build them up by the
young alike are affected, and the timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills.
strain is particularly hard on little Tonic In action, quick in results. O.
children and on elderly people. Foley's G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
for $1
Honey and Tar Compound is a quick 85 cents or two and one-ha-

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

1

i,i4

i-

DELICIOUS STEAKS
The Las Vegas Mercantile cumpanj
makes a specialtty of alfalfa-fena
Uve and Kansas City beef. Cons fluently the beat steaks to be purchas
ed In this city come off the blocks is
its meat department You are not
getting the best for your money un
less you axe buying meat at the Las
Vegas Mercantile company's ore.
d

The Sound Sleep of Good Health
Is not for those suffering from kid-

ney ailments and irregularities. The
prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills wilt
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
moneys, restore normal action, and
with It health and strength. Mrs. M.
f SDSlsbury. o erllne. III., uvb- - 1
suffered treat pain In my bach and
Kidneys, could not sleep at night and
could not raise my hands over my
head. But two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

l

tnrr

a

Billy Huh!
good time

yesterday.

Wlllle- -I bet I did.
Billy Then why ain't you sick

PASSES THE PLATE

cro-cheln-g

8o-de- y

lf

She

Did you

her husband
church?
said be lets it pass him.

passes the plate
He

No;

1

LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
M, M,

PADGETT, Editor,
Sane, Conservative And Well Edited

i

td

aayf

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater

The Optic is the Best
Dailyjin a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

The Test.
I bet you didn't nari
at your birthday parti

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News,
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

say

In

IOHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

4

1

ALL FOOD STUFFS
Are Higher in Price Than Ever Before
And it Behooves you to Save as Much as Pos-

sible,

fr j
arMt o! Old Ta;lor
the Opera Bar.

Under our

bans,

BUSY.

N. B.
are Selling Today 14 lbs. ol Sugar lor

$1.00

or

25ds.

8 lbs. ol Best Potatoes in Ihe Market

J

THE GOODS WE BUY

THINGS

YOU KNOW,

The Reason They Take
Such a Lively Hike,
Is. Because They're The
Kind The People Like.

We Have These For Lent
SHRIMP

CRAB (SOFT SHELL)
SALMON

CRAB NEAT

FINDON HADDOCK

SARDINES

COD-FIS-

H

OYSTERS.
H. STEARNS
PURE THINGS TO EAT
i

I KY A IN AD. I IN

iiPTirf;
u u
Ul

i

I I

1

1'none Main

11
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THE HEAVY

tit;

feiir
"

SNOW

ee
357

Las Vegas awoke yesterday morning
to find itself literally buried under
one of the heaviest snows on record.
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Me The storm of Saturday had continued
mortal Episcopal church will meet throughout the night and the strong
wind which came up in the middle of
Tuesday afternoon at 2:80 with Mrs.
H. S. Van Petttfh at her home, 1015 the night, drifted snow to a depth of
from four to six feet, completely tyEighth street '
ing up traffic for several hours. It
Waldo Rogers,, the son of Mr. and has been announced by Professor J.
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., who has been, C. Baker, of the Normal volunteer
observatory that the snowill for the past two weeks with bron- weather
on
fall
the
level was 16 inches, which,
chial pneumonia, is reported tobe imNoproved. However, his condition r with the exception of a storm in
on
is
1889,
the
heaviaet
fall
vember,
still serious.
record, in Las Vegas. The precipitaBacharaoh brothers attempted today tion in rainfall amounted to 2.01 inches. The precipitation of the storm in
to haul several loads of hay to
where they have a flock of sheep. 1889 was 4.21 inches.
Never in the history of Las Vegas
The animab were caught by the storm
with little to eat, being In transit has the snow drifted to such depths
and yesterday It was necessary to
whej, the snow began falling.
"
- ,W
plow through drifts from kneedeep
Howard, ttie
son of Dr. to six feet in depth to make a path
and Mrs.- H. W. Heymann, formerly way. However, everybody seemed to
of Las Vegas, died last night of see the need of cleaning sidewalks
Bright' disease at the Heymann home and little complaint can be made of
at Koehler, N. M. . Dr Heymann is the manner in which traffic was opencompany physician of the coal mines ed up yesterday. Though some peo
at Koehler
pie were woefully negligent.
The biggest fight against the storm
On account of the funeral of its
was made by the street railway compresident, Frederick H. Pierce, which pany. Saturday night extra cars were
occurred this afternoon
in Owens run up to 11 o'clock in order to keep
boro, Ky., the offices of the Invest the line openin and
yesterday mornment and Agency Corporation were
a crew was sent out to clear the
ing
closed at noon and did not reopen. track.
However, the snow was drifted
Business will be transacted as usual so
high in places that no regulat
tomorrow.
schedule, could be maintained during
the day. All cars carried several
The fire last night demonstrated the men with
shovels, who, whenever the
advantage to the city in having two oars got stuck, cleared the track.
good fire departments.
Neither deFortunately the city jail was well
partment, without the assistance of
the other, could have reached the filled with hums and other offenders
the law and a large chain
flames without a trip back to the sta- against
all day yesterday and to
worked
gang
tion for more hose. The buildings
the crossing and sidekeeping
day
surrounding the burning barns of Mr. walks cleaned.
Ackerman were saved by the firemen.
The storm Saturday night was not
The deepest drift that formed in accompanied by a drop in temperature
Las Vegas yesterday was in front of the minimum being 19 degrees, and
he Chatles Ilfeld establishment on there was no suffering from the cold.
the Plaza where snow gathere-- l to a Last night the temperature dropped
depth of nine feet Yesterday the milk to two degrees below zero.
jrseii had a difficult time dellvArln
This storm was generally throughto their customers. The snow was so out the southwest and trains from the
deep in the streets that four horses east and west weere tied up yesterwere required on some of the wagons. day and today. The heavy snowfall
Dr Tipton got stuck in a drift with! extended as far east as Dodge City,
his buggy in front of the Commercial Kan., and all traffic on roads in that
cl;ib building but the horse mawped section was tied up yesterday.
On
to extricate himself after the doctor the south of Las Vegas the snow was
had received a large amount of good not as heavy as here and trains came
advice but no assistance from the peo- In only a few hours behind time. How
ever, no trains of yesterday from the
ple on the sidewalks.
east arrived in Las Vegas until this
morning, with the exception of No. 3
the California Limited, which came
in about 9 o'clock last night. Yesterday's No. 1, No. 7 and No. 9 came
In this morning between the hours
of 8 and 9:30 o'clock. It was said that
No. 3 was held in Wagon Mound, yesterday's No.8 was held at Shoemaker
No. 10 In two sections was held in
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon until
the roads north could be cleared. A
special train with two engines and a
by machinery'
By its caboose
was Bent out of Raton yester
use the starch is evenly day to buck the snow drifts around
and thoroughly worked Shoemaker and clear the track for
No. 8, but met with little success. This
into the goods and soft,
train went on down to WagonMound
limpy collars are impossiand in trying to eo through one of the
ble.
largest drifts, left the track and it
took the work gang several hours to
This means that your
start it off on Its mission again. Trains
collar will be retain its today from the north are all Indefinlate, being tied by the snow in
shape and stand up until itely
Kansas, Colorado and northern New
Ve-go-

COLLARS

U

AT

THE

HOUSE OF

QUALITY

We Always Have
THE BEST OF EATABLES

The Graaf & Hayward Co.

Store

soiled,
This is but one of our

many good points.

Laundry
Phone Main

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS DPTIC

of candidates to be voted In at Nebraska's presidential primary by a petition filed this morning by Secretary
Corrick of the La Follette state league.
The petition contained the names of
nearly 1,000 voters widely scattered
over the state.

617 Douglas

FOR SALE 50 large laying hens, also
30
friers. Mrs. Robert Rainey,
Phone Main 292.

507 Si'jrA Street

to

JUST ARRIVED

ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS

For 35c This Week.

PERRY ONION & SON

a

helgnCJjmO feet. It is piled against
the houses higher than the tops of
windows, and most people had to dig
their way out. The lumber yard at
Wagon Mound is almost completely
buried under snow drifts. Though no
definite reports have been received
from the country, it Is thought that
the sheep and cattle have suffered
from the storm.
However, despite the loss from the
blizzard, the after effect will assure
a fine year on the range and for the
farmers, giving plenty of water for all
purposes, and the land owners are in
high spirits. This snow will soak the
ground, making conditions for spring
Excellent grazing on
plowing Ideal.
the hills for early summer will be
assured, with full water holes for the
cattle.

Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here
We Can Show You Any Size

or Width in all The New

REGAL MODELS
In Button and Bals, of Both Black and Tan.
We

are Sole Agents in Las Vegas for This Make of Shoes

And Wish to Call Your Attention to The Fact That You Can
Buy a Pair of REGALI'SHOES of us at the Same Price You
Pay For Them at The Regal Shoe Stores in The East.

Eastern New Mexico Snowbound
N. M., Feb. 26. AdAlbuquerque,
vices from Union county and other
eastern New Mexico counties, are to
the effect that the worst blizzard sine
1859 is raging there. Snow has fallen
to a depth of more than 16 Inches
and driven by terrific winds is drifted
in some places 20 feet high. All trains
on the Colorado and Southern railroad
are tied up, several being caught in
deep drifts. Traffic is suspended.
Owners of the great cattle and sheep

FORIYOUR NEXT PAIR OF SHOES COME AND SEE

THE REGAL.

M. GREENBERGER.

ranches report heavy losses among
live stock as both cattle and sheel
were in poor condition and died by
hundreds. The blizzard has been ragins
24 hours. So far as known no lives
have been lost.

MR. MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.

Attorney W. J. Lucas left this morning for Santa Fe on a short business
trip.
W. R, Smythe, good roads engineer,
returned last night from a trip to the
convict road camp in the Galllnas canyon. Mr. Smyths reported a heavy
snowfall In the mountains and said
that in many places the roads were al
most impassable, owing to deep drifts.
M'FARLAND AND
New York, Feb. 26.

WE FURNISH

THE

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

MALONEY

What appears
to be the most attractive item on the
fistic menu in the metropolis this
week will be served up at the Fairmont
A. C. tomorrow night, when Packey
McFarland and Tommy Maloney will
come together for a
sefito.
According to the agreement the two
will weigh in at 136
pounds at 6
o'clock- Though Maloney Is a fighter of considerably less experience than
McFarland, he is willing and game
and can be counted on to make an
aggressive stand against rthe Chicago
ten-roun- d

Jefferson Raynolds President

;

Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

j

-

boy.
SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallis, the milliner, has received an advance showing of spring
styles in millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish. Now is the
time to have your hats remodeled for

Wallis is prepared to
spring.
do such work quickly and satisfactorily at her store on Sixth street.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, r$100, 000 Surplus, and UndividedIPhofits $35,000

Mrs-

bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute Safety

Our city will Boon be rerated for
Fire insurance. Our rates will depend
on tne condition our city presents.
It's time to get busy. Remove conflagration breeders.
CUTLER BROTHERS,
Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

If it may be termed a science

First in

The

FLAVOR
First in

TASTE
First in

Science of
Selling

include

a means of

must

presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC

WBS8R WANT

COLUMNS

QUALITY

COAL AMD WOOD
Pure FOOD Goods

IN OUR WINDOW.
Some 50c

fcs flrlfted

FERNDELL

FERNS

BANK ROBBER CAUGHT
New York, Feb. 26. Police Com-

missioner Waldo announced today thai
the detective bureau has arrested Edward Kinman, formery a prize fighter,
as the principal in the recent taxicab
robbery in which two bank messengers were held up and robbed of

81

Girl 15 or 16 years old, to
care for boy, 3 years old, from 1 p.
m. to 10 p. m. Apply Potter's Candy
store.

See The Beautiful Little

,

TO VOTE ON LA FOLLETTE
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 26. Robert La
Follette's name was added to the list

TOO LATE TO CLA8SIFY.

snow

WANTED

Las Vegas Steam

i..

i

n reVord.

WE STARCH

I

Trains from the .rath are
running practically on schedule.
According to reports the snow north
'i! Tipkm drifted as high MLthe boil
prs
Ac engines. The report from
(1 state t bar
Mexiso.

f

two-year-o-

Are Pushed Along.

LOBSTER

'..I

-

Do Not Stay Long.
GOOD

J

Finch b Oolden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon At the Iobhy, of course

AND TRADE AT

ALWAYS

414 Columbia.

-tBr
-

Waited Good girl for general YESTERDAY'S 8TORM WAS THE
housework. Mrs. E. R. Russell, 821
WORST RECORDED IN LA8 VEEHeventh street.
GAS 8INCE 1889

Reduce The Cost of Living
Pay Cash And Pay Less

We

ii

For painting ana paperhanglng,

of doing business, we save you from 10 to 20 per ce'rt or more
on all table necessities. Figure out what that means in a year.

STORE THAT'S

bo

al

R ECOKDS BR!

LOCAL NEWS

III

NEW SYSTEM

THE

1

912.

ii
nn

AT

WRITE

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Q. W. C OND ON

'
i

21

BOUCHER'S

Phone Vests 121

Subscribe tor The Optlo

